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Have yo

heara of
THE

TRIPLE
TEST

for wireless

Valves?

THE most brilliant achievements

of

thermionic valve invention are incorporated in Marconi Valves, including
a toughened filament with the newest type
of coating. Extreme durability is thus
assured with -exceptional electron emission
at low temperatures.

The design and adjustment of grid and
anode to microscopic degrees of accuracy,
and the Marconi method of dual exhaustion
ensure uniformity of characteristics.

Not only are the components tested at

every stage of aSsernbly, bilt every Marconi

Valve is put through three rigid final tests
before being issued : (1) The " qualifying "

or factory test, (2) The " passing out " or
stock test, and (3) Tke " third degree " or
headquarters test.
Only valves which can pass these drastic
tests with full marks can reach you bearing

the name " Marconi "-your guarantee of
satisfactory performance and long service.

Marconi Valve Catalogue No. 520 sent on request.

The Marconiphone Company Limited, 210-212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1

MAR,CONI VALVES
"Triple Tested"
?vas,
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The above diagram shows the percentage

Choking effect of the LEWCOS H.F.
Choke on all wavelengths from 20 to 2,250
metres, as compared with three other
popular makes.
The terminals are arranged one at the top

THE letters " T.C.C." on a condenser
are a hall -mark. For nearly a quarter
of a century " T.C.C." has been synoni-

mous with accuracy, durability and
dependability.
" T.C.C." Condensers

WO

WAVE LENGTH METRES

Just as armour safeguardedold-time waxy tors.
so do the letters T.C.C. safeguard you against
faulty condensers. -

and the other at the base of the coil to
of additional self capacity in the wiring of the receiver.
Equip your set with a LEWCOS H.F.

are guaranteed.

eliminate the risk

Everyone is individually tested before
leaving the factory. You have never
known a faulty " T.C.C." because such

Choke and get maximum efficiency on
all wavebands from 20 to 2,000 metres.

cannot pass the test -bench.
Look for " T.C.C." on the next condenser
you buy. It is your safeguard.
Used for the Cossor " Melcdy Maher"

HIGH -FREQUENCY CHOKE(G
The London Electric Wire Company and Smiths Limited,
Church Road, Leyton,
London, E.10.
Trade Counter & Cable Sales : 7, Playhouse Yd., Golden Lane, E.C.1.
'Phone:
We:Ilium:stow 2531.

'Grams
" Lcwcos, Phone,
London."

T.C.C.

Advt. Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales -Farm Rd.. N. Acton. Lateen. W.*
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beyond
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every
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particulars.
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Ask your Dealer for further
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Advt. S. G. Broun, Ltd.. Western Avenue. North Actoti. London. W.3.
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*ICC° MILES
Yard/1ff Atl AERIAL
The Ducon was successfully used by Mr.
F. Dearlove for com-

munication
between

Lab-

rador and

STILL FURTHER/
TESTIMONY

to the wortclerfuLl
WEILO

TRANSFORMER.

.

This unsolicited testimonial from one of the many satisfied WEILO

users indicates the remarkable results achieved with, this ultravalue Transformer. Experts and listeners alike join In. acclaiming
WEIL° as the new standard of transformer value-the equivalent
of many of the highest priced Instruments on the market.
Read Mr. Fleet's letter :

Pittsburg.

-

Oldham, Dec. 1815, 1928.
Gentlemen, -1 am elelighted with the is
I was using
a' Weilo Transformer.'
two transformers of a .A1'101012,1
make; one broke down in working M
and I replaced it with a " Well,,.''
I noticed. improvement in the tons.
and I then decided to replace the re
maining transfoiamer lath " Weilo,"
and the improvement was remarkable.
The volume` was increased, and the
tone was rounder and crisper. I cvn
honestly recommend them..
(SigneilY IL Fleet.

POWER type
Model 10

Heavy type
Model 3

Price 11 /6 Price $ 6 m
GUARANTEED TWO YEARS.

E
for the Pitman "AU Europe 3"
the Manchester Erg. Chronicle 'a 0.;
lance 2." Send for fully illustrate,'
Weilo Transformers have been spec, ^

Catalogue describing the quality Wello
and N.S.E. components, free and post gg
free on request.- Stocked by Ilarro.is
Stores and most good -class Radio
dealers.

S. W. LEWIS & Co., Ltd

Winn Agents: Bombay Radio Co.,
Bombay and Calcutta

MANIAS 0111111111111

(Dept

Si

39, Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.
MI

IS

00911.. /
OLMSTER.

ti

I.U.,ft

ozEcf,

If unobtain-

able front
your dealer,
write direct

to us, mentioning his

name and
address.

-'TOREADOR

No Aerial troubles are ever
encountered when using a

Ducon. Simply plugged into an
electric lam pholder and connected to a set, the Ducon
replaces an aerial. It consumes

FOUR FLOATING

Price 5/-

RIGIDITY

no current and is perfectly safe.

SCREEN -GRID

FOUR"
This set incorpo-

rates the latest

developments in
Receiver design

-full construc-

tional details

cV.den

DUBILIER
RADIO PRODUCTS

free on request.

IPOINTS* NO

EVERY VALVE
SOCKET GIVES
FLOATING ACTION

4dvt. of Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd.. Ducon
Works, Victoria Road, North Acton, London, W.3.

BurToN

PROGRESS WKS. WALSALL
REPE.RT COLLINS SERVICE
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for still better

radio results
Now Available
Pentodes for 2 and
4 Volts.

EH.

5e.

225.

SPECIFICATION.

Filemtnt Volts,

2.

itanzoit Current,
0.25 amp.

Ifo.t.itrcderolts, 150.
Priming Grid Volts,
100-150.

415.

SPECIFICATION.

Filament Volta, 4.
Filament Current,

0.15 amp.
Max. Anode Volta, 150.

Priming Grid Volta,

100-150.

Amplfr.cation Factor,

Amplification Factor.

Imridance,

Impedance,

80.

66.000 ohms.

1.2. malv.

50.

27,000 ohms.

Slope, 1.8 gaols.

Price

25/
Each

o

Don't let your batteries
disappoint you!
Keep your batteries well charged with an Ediswan
L.T. Charger and lengthen their lives. You know
that your accumulators will always be properly

charged according to the instructions given.
The Ediswan L.T. Charger will charge two, four,
or six -volt accumulators at 2 amps. from A.C. Mains.

Price £2 -17 - 6 complete

ED SWAN
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD:; 123/5, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.4:
V.5

MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD'S FIRST RADIO VALVES
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
Secret of the Beam-A Transmitting " Pirate "-Primitive WirelesS-Cupid and the Chink -Very Portable Sets-Listeners Still Increasing-The Fan of Ajmere.
New Harry Tate in Motoring.

A New Process.

APPARENTLY the folk who go to

motyting papers. for advice about
wirelesss-have to be a credulous .breed.

Our sere and withered "John Gilpin, junr."
is still condos ting his.`.` Little Dot's Corner "

in "The Motor," and has recently told

his little .innocents that he -has not seen
in the wireless journals a screened -grid
circuit which " really got to the bottom of
the difficulty." " P.W." did, with the
" Pentode" 'Three ; it has also got to the

bottom of " John Gilpin, Junr."-net very
far to dig, either. He says that an up-todate set must have -a-pentode in the last

IWAS greatly interested in the announc.ements made about the new " Einstein
process which enables non-conduetor
of

electricity to be electro-plated. :The

field of ,:application must be enormously
Wide, and I should think that a lot of uses

Can this be Ter -r ue ?

I"READ a report :from Oslo, Norway, to

the effect that- the police have been

7.- called in on the biggest licence -dodging
ease ever heard df. According to the

could .be :found for it in the manufacture of
radio apparatus. Think; ,,for example, of

retlirns of the authorities, there were some
6200 -licences, of which about 27,000
were not renewed. In addition to this, it
is estimated that there are at least 20,000

condenser vanes made of plated rice -paper
or butterflies' wings. Amid whet ahout

ii-teners are now evading payment. The

wire Made from plated Spider's web, and

listeners who never took out a licence.
Roughly speakin.2. about 50 per cent of

difficulty of rounding

them up lies in the

fact that they are
widely &littered on
lonely farms, etc.

stae
r, "unless it is intended for portable

Sly dog ! As be Says he knows
what the -manufacturers are doing 'he must
know that many conunereial portables use
work."L

Secret of the Beam.

rent tides.
Oh, Ethyl !

INTERESTING details about how
.

absolute

.

HE saysthat the super -bet. is almost
vei sal in the United States. He mil -t

secured on the

have been, reading some old first

Marconi Beam are
just to hand. Vibra-

-

editions, picked out of the " twopenny. box.,"

fur super -Lets. are almost obsolete in the
States. But. it is in writing profoundly
about the " Magnavox " loud speaker that
etaelfs. his best joke. In reference to
some tests another party had made, one of
his readers;advised that the output transformer should be changed. J Gilpin thereupon gravely replied, " tests were made
with a resistance -capacity coupled set in
which there was NO output transformer to
be changed." Of course there wasn't. The
darned thing was in the "Magnavox" under

an assumed name-but our 'horsy friend
didn't know it. Gee up !.

tions of a tuning fork

are maintained

electrically, the fork
being kept at constant

temperature in a

heat -insulating box by

means of a toluol reenlator which closes

contact when the
heat reaches a eel -a

tam value and, by
The Technical Editor of "P.W."-Mr. G. V. Dowding-is here shown (left)
discussing with members of the Technical Staff the layout of the " Titan "
Three-a great new set to be described nest week.

News Bulletin.

IT is reported that M. Citroen, the manufacturer of the well-known motor -ear,

ping-ponz

Liege next year.

A high -power station is to he erected
in Teheran for the Persian Post Office.

Our own P.O is to build a: station at

to serve as -an emergency
standby for the cables to Ireland and the

Fleetwood

Isle of Man.

balls

made of soap bullies

coated with silver ?

is intending to launch out into the

radio trade with a cheap mass-produced set.
TheUnionRadiota6graphiqueScientifique
Internationale will hold a radio congress at

con-

stancy of frequency is

;

-

We Live and Learn.

OUR little helper, whom we call " Lady

Jane Grey," because she is apt to
lose her head, is by way of being a

Whilst prattling in
the kitchen recently, she announced _that

second Mrs. Malaprop.

her " boy " had fitted a " two- val " set
inside a " taxi -case." She divulged also
that the ingenious youth is " a' France corporal in the Aerial Corpse,"

means of a relay,
switches off the heater

lamps. When the
temperature falls the

process reverses. Fans
keep the air com,lantly circulating. From
the early Rhumkorff coil transmitter to this
super -refinement is a long road indeed.

A Transmitting " Pirate."

MR E. WOODS, 100, Liverpool Road,
Liam, near Manchester, writes to
ask " P.W." renders to help him and

the authorities to find the unauthorised

person who transmits on 45 metres using his
call sign (1 2 U A. Mr. Woods says that

his station has not been in action for six
(Continued on next page.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.).

months, and will not be for some months
yet. I hope that anyone hearing Morse
sent out by G 2 U A will try to locate the
transmitter. Perhaps some club would D.F.
the beggar in the interests of law and order.
Another Transmitting Note.

MR. E. F. BRADLEY, 10, Montenotte
Road, London, N.8, should by now

be in the middle of some tests he

is carrying out on low power on 160 metres

Bristol area are reduced to 5 G B. He took

up the matter with the B.B.C., who referred it to the P.O., who suggested that
the station should not jam " reasonably
selective " receivers.

The Chief Engineer

of the B.B.C. agreed with the P.O., but
apparently both he and the P.O. prefer
theory to facts, for the jamming does
actually happen, whereas it is hardly likely
that none of the complainants has a selective set. I think the matter might well be

investigated by the P.0, man at Portishead.

OBSERVATION of trade papers shows
that the criminal world has been test-

and 23.00 (G.M.T.), each period being split
into five minutes of C.W. and five minutes
telephony. Call sign G 2 A X. Reports aro
asked for and may be sent to him or to the
R.S.G.B., 53, Victoria Street, S.W.1. They
will be acknowledged.

ceivers in a very determined way. The
Halcyon Wireless Co. has been robbed of

ing the portability of portable re-

six during the past six months, not to

mention fourteen empty cases which the
thieves must have imagined to be the haul

of their dreams. McMichaels have suffered

Primitive Wireless.

vastly interested in some nigger
signalling. The party wished to send a

message to its next stopping -place, but as
they could themselves travel faster than a
native runner, they induced a shiny black
gentleman to " radio " their message. This
he did by beating on a hollowed tree -trunk
with two heavy, short sticks. The strokes
were too rapid for me to analyse, but he did
not take long, and I am wondering whether
the " benighted heathen " has something
better than Samuel Morse ever dreamed of,
Does any " white " know the code used ?
The Mysterious East.

THAT note recalls the yarns which are
continually coming from the East,
notably India and China, of extra.

ordinary feats of news -transmission achieved

by natives. A bit of news started, say, in

Bombay, gets all over India in a few hours
-in the bazaars. How is it done ? Tongue wagging alone cannot account for it. As
to 'China, I have known cases of news being

spread at a speed which apparently can
only be explained by pre -supposing that
the Chinese have discovered and mastered
telephathy.
Cupid and the Chink.

PERMIT me to give an instance of this
remarkable broadcasting-or is it
" beam "? Years ago in Hong Kong
my Chinese " boy " said to me, " Me
thinking Missee C- be wife along Mister
B- Shanghai -side." On general principles

I aimed a kick at his receding rear and told
him to confine his observations to matters
within his legitimate sphere. I mentioned

the incident to Mrs. C-, a charming

widow who owned to a married daughter.
She said, " Heavens, I'm old enough to
be his mother." A few months later I met

her in Shanghai, when she told me that

B-had proposed to her ! Now, my " boy "

had never seen or heard of B-, so far as
I know. What made him connect the two
people ?

I ask you!

Post Office Interference.

ABRISTOL reader (G. W. N.) calls our

attention to the interference caused
by the Post Office station at Portishead, which jams 5 X X badly. As Algiers
heterodynes Cardiff the listeners in the

Post Office only two years to locate the
evil -doer.

Experts, what ?

Listeners Still Increasing.

DESPITE the fact that nearly every

person one questions complains of the
B.B.C. programmes them was an LF
increase in November, 1928, of 34,706 9 '717.

That is really wonderful considering that the B.B.C. is six years' old, 4.-5'.
licences.

Very Portable Sets.

every Sunday from January 13th to February 3rd. Transmission will take place
for periods of ten minutes at 11.00, 19.00

WHILST seeing the film made by the
Citroen African Expedition, I was

friends, what red-hot enthusiasts !
Let
them mend their ways, pay up, and show
the world what English transmitters can
do. I am amused to note that it took the

LI1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111111

SHORT WAVES.
WHERE WILL THAT BROADCASTING
STOP ?

The B.B.C.'s ambitions are becoming a
bit 2 L 0-Ity.
" Daily Mirror."
Lawyer (on breach of promise case) : " But

surely you can let me have some of his
letters ? "
Fair Client : " No ; there weren't any.
We both had wireless sets."

A correspondent from Cricklewood writes

to ask how he can increase

his listening

distance.
Well, of course, he can get longer telephone
cords.
*

Radio -frequency, writes one of our connumber of times a broadcasting station can

temporaries, is a term applied to the appalling
put over a dud number.

" What lovely music !
Mrs. Phanne :
I've a mind to send that station an applause
card."r.
Mr. Phanne (wearily) : " Yeah ! Send a
card to all six of 'em "
" Radio News."
Judge : " What is your name ? "
Prisoner : "Sparks, sir."
Judge : " Your occupation ? "
Prisoner : "Electrician, sir."
Judge (to policeman) : " And what is he
charged with ? "
Policeman : "Battery, your worship."
Judge : " Seven days in a dry cell I"

" London does not a!wyas have evreything
its own wya ; sometimes it is glad to wlecome
Liverpool effort-in radio as in other things."
(Liverpool paper.)
Type -setting, for one !

" Punch."

" Re the transformer in my set," writes a
correspondent. " When I put my finger on
one of the terminals the set works twice as
loudly. When I take it off the volume drops
again. Can you tell me what to do ? "
Good gracious, the man must be simple !
Put your finger on again, of course I
-7111111111111111111111111111111111;11111111111111111M1111111111111111111111Ii7-

and so have Wallace Heaton. The] remedy
is to line the cases with lead an inch thick
and call the things " unportable portables."
Naughty Lancashire.
DURING the proceedings which cul-

minated in the infliction of a £5 fine
plus £5 5s. costs upon a Bolton man
for operating a wireless transmitter without
a licence, the prosecutor alleged that there
were more unauthorised transmitting stations in South Lancashire than in all the
rest of England. Shocking ! But, oh, my

and is the soundest criticism of broat-1
casting one could have. But there a,
still diehards. I know one who insists

his gramophone, which I heard durii
Christmas. It cost him £40-and t.

needle scraped beautifully. There is
nasality in most of the gramophone reps
ductions I have ever heard, which keel.
them streets behind the best radio.
Down with Loud Speakers.

THIS is the slogan of H. C. (Forest Hill

who puts in a plea for " those whc

are really lovers of music and nature.

and therefore are horrified at the hearin:

of the distorted and unnatural rendering 4y ,
loud speakers." In short, he evidentl

has never heard what a good L.S. can (It
when properly fed by a good receiver, am
he wants the technical snob to produce I
set with two or three H.F. stages and no
L.F. at all, for use with 'phones. I hope

he won't get it because 'phones are so bad for

the ears, producing " flat ear," corns, and
earache, besides tethering a fellow like a
dog to a kennel.
The Expert.

ONE of my neighbours has conceived a
great contempt for wireless experts.
She tells me that just before Christmas her receiver was struck dumb and that
therefore she called in the nearest ironmon-

ger, who gives out that he is a wireless
expert. After putting his spectacles well
down on the tip of his nose and- staring at
the inside of the set he uttered these words :

" Well, marm, one thing's certain, and
that is, something ain't done it no good."
Couldn't do better myself.
The " Fan " of Ajmere.
NOT a play by the author of " Hassan."
I refer to Mr. S. S. B., who writes an
excellent letter from Ajinere, Rajputana. Somewhat flowery in expression,
nevertheless our far-off friend writes like a
true enthusiast. " P.W.' " he says, " was
the first ray of sunshine delivered to me by
post," and, " since then I always look

forward with a lover's impatience for the
next number." I don't think we were ever
praised so sweetly before. The office -boy
is still blushing !
Patents and Trade.
GEE & COMPANY, of Chancery Lane, the

well-known patent agents, tell me

that 1928 was a record for the number
of patents applied for, namely, 38,593, the
previous record being in 1920, when 36,671
applications were made. Gee's say that
patent activity is often regarded as an index
of the state of trade ; on that basis, there-

fore, we many consider that things are
" looking up.' Anyhow, it chows that,

brains aro still working well, despite jazz
and the cocktail habit.
ARIEL.

T.;
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In this exclusive article the inventor of the new Home Talkies and Picture Scheme has something to say
regarding the practical application of the idea.
A LTHOUGH my invention has other

applications, as I have already hinted

in a previous article, it is with the
rather spectacular Fireside Talkie with
which I am going to deal in some detail in
this article.

This is how I visualise the scheme
operating in practice. At the present
moment there are at least two plays per
week from every station-and many have

proved quite popular.

One of these plays

could be framed up as a Radio -Cinema
production, so that once a week from every

station one Radio -Film Play could be
transmitted.

Each play could be announced two
.130
that

weeks before its broadcasting,

those listeners having home -projectors
could obtain the necessary film or films.

Listeners not having projectors would

listen to the play in the usual way if

they wanted to, and their only intimation
that it was a Radio -Cinema drama would
be that the announcer would give the reel
number for the guidance of all those
concerned.

If you had a projector you would switch

this and its control gear on, and then sit
back to look at the pictorial drama and
be thrilled by the voices and sound effects
keeping in perfect synchronism with it. You
would not be asked to make adjustments
while the performance was taking place.

By G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
at least the first few broadcasts. Later on,
if popular demand warranted it, there
could be a few two, three or even fourreelers now and, then.' I can assure you
that the same apparatus could as easily
handle a twelve -reeler lasting four or so
hours. But let us hope the B.B.C. will not
be too ambitious !
The operation of a home. cinema -projector

is a remarkably simple business. You just
put on the reel and switch the current on.
The rest is purely automatic. And the
films themselves

are non-inflammable-

there is no danger of fire.
The Financial Aspect.
The B.B.C. could

scheme themselves, including the sale of
apparatus, but this would probably prove
an unpopular method. It would be better
for a reputable group of manufacturers to
do this.

The cost of taking the film should not
prove excessive-the money spent in this
way would be in proportion with the sale
of apparatus and the revenue from film
hiring. The more popular the entertainment the more elaborate the film. The two
would march in parallel.

The B.B.C. would merely have to instal
some very simple apparatus and use this
when the play was broadcast. Their

Thus, you see, those fortunate enough to

mentioned minority, for ordinary talkies
are beyond their resources, while mine

in the number of hirings, should bring the
price down still further. A shilling per time
is the figure I would aim at, and if it could

be brought down to pence so much the
conaiderably better !

revenue, or, at least, possible source of very

cheap " talking " films, and that is in the
direction of the big commercial " talkies."
The ordinary talking film is rapidly gaining

popularity, and there are several possible
links between these
varieties.

and the wireless

One of the big corporations concerned
might be prepared to pay and pay heavily
to broadcast selected excerpts from its
special films. There might easily be great

competition to do this, with proportionately great revenue for the radio -talkie.
A Ghastly Thought !

Reverting to the film for the home cinema some of you may wonder how

play. A ghastly thought !

Fortunately, no such blot darkens. our

prospects, all the above figures and details

are based on the normal production of
radio plays. And if you Inver have a pro

sftV

A piece of " Talking " film. It embodies both
sounds and pictures in the form of photographic
impressions.
The sounds are recorded in the
wavy lines to be seen on the left.

expenses would be negligibly increased,
while their proaramme interest would at
least to some extent increase.

Now the cost of the apparatus involved

A one -reel drama would last between

think. would peeve an ample length for

Ai the present time it Coats abOut 3s.
to 'hire a fifteen te twenty -minute film to

fifteen and twenty minutes and this, I

change of films, with a consequent increase

Perhaps you may wonder if. the scheme
calls for constant repetition of the same

I have already indicated (in my first article);
it 'may be less* if there is a cenisidefable
demand for it.

would be Very much within their reach.

And when America starts her Fireside
Talkies, in the big way that only such a
country can tackle a new' thing, an ex-

enough copies could be produced economically in order to cope with the demand of all
those needing the same film the same night.

have the film apparatus would have their
Fireside Talkie. while those who were restricted to ordinary radio receivers would
still have the play to listen to in the usual
way. There would be no sacrifice of pro-

always to look at the " blackest " side.
Small provincial cinemas, country town
concert 'halls; mission halls, schools, etc.,
should very soon help to swell the above-

figure down.

But there is another possible source of

handle the whole

Doesn't Upset Programmes.

gramme time in favour of what would,
at first, at any rate, he a minority. Later
more and more people might have projectors, but we have in these new things

the somewhat restricted circle of home cinema enthusiasts.
When the Radio Cinema plan augments this circle, there
should be little difficulty in bringing the

jector you should never notice the difference

of programme arrangements the scheme
will necessitate.

As' a matter of fact, the Radio -Cinema
calls for no special effort on the part of the

B.B.C., does not cut into programme -

time, does not affect in any way anybody
not interested iu the business, and surely is
one of the soundest thins financially one
could hope to find.

In view of this no one can object to the
B.B.C. trying out the scheme, and they
(Continued on next page.)
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themselves can have no. objection against
so doing. If they don't want the slight
trouble of adapting some of their dramas to
the new conditions, the organisation running the show could build their films around
existing dramas, although naturally it
would be better to have closer co-operation

between the two than that.
Should the B.B.C. not want to take even
that slight amount of trouble, then specially prepared talkie -films could be run
through at the broadcasting station. And

the words and other " effects " could be
as good as ordinary broadcasting. Don't

country. But by adding still -picture recep-

tion and other things at but little extra
cost, then I can foresee the majority of
present valve -set. listeners being radio cinema -picture, etc., users.

All the above entertainments at a cost

no greater and perhaps a little less than the
present price of just a still -picture instru-

with the assistance of experts in the various
branches of the art concerned.

Reverting to " A Dash for Liberty,"
.perhaps readers will find a few details of
this of interest.

The " shots " taken up to the time of

writing were acted at Stanmore, Middlesex.

This is a rather bleak, deserted piece of

ment is my ambition, and as far as I can

country, but ideal for the story.

done.

An Exciting Chase. ,
The scenes photographed

see there is no reason why it should not be
By the Way, telephone -receiver addicts
can enjoy the fireside -talkie. You can work
it just as well in conjunction with 'phones
as with a loud speaker.

1929.

showed

a

convict escaping from prison and meeting
his fiancée, who was standing by in a deserted

" Shooting " a Film.

lane with a fast car.
Prison warders appear on the scene, but
just too late to stop the car. They hold

Before I conclude this article I would
like to make brief Mention of thetfilm
we are preparing, entitled " A Dash for

chase the runaway. Then follows exciting
scenes on the road, the two powerful cars
tearing along at top speed.

Liberty," which has been specially planned
and written for the Radio -Cinema.

up another car and request the driver to

Just as they are about to overhaul the
convict and his fiancee, the warders' car
breaks down. Then follows roadside telephoning, police -station and other " shots."
Barricades are built in the road'f stop the
fugitives, but such obstacles are overcome.
And so the " run -away " scenes continue.
But all this occupies barely a quartet of
the film and is really but the introduction
or prologue to a very exciting film which
lends itself admirably to breathless incident.
animated conversation, and striking scenes
and other effects.

" A DASH FOR LIBERTY."

Dependent on the Weather.
The pieces where there are slight blanks

in the " talkie " thread will be filled by a

commentator, so that even without the
pictures the drama will be intensely absorbing. You can imagine a play of something
of the character of that successful broadcast drama " Speed," which could be

supplemented with pictures-in the case
of those having projectors.

So far the weather has been kind to us,
but if it " lets us down " we are going to be
badly held up. You see the whole of the
scenes of the drama are to be played in the
open, and it is difficult to get our amateur

actors together just at the right time.
Later, when studios become available,
this difficulty will vanish and the whole

---

thing become very much easier.

CURRENT SUPPLY
ITEMS.

Mr. G. V. Dowding. second from left, watching the " shooting " of a " close-up " which occurs in " A
Dash for Liberty," an amateur -acted play written especially for the Radio -Cinema.

anticipate results no better than those
achieved by some of the ordinary "talkieS" !

But the B.B.C. can hardly object to the
trying out of the schemeto give it a few

months' run; especially in view of the fact

that everytng connected with it :is so

straightforward and inexpensive, and that
its applications ate wider
ordinary broadcasting scheme.
'

than 'any

If the serene really " caught on " in this

country as well as in others, it should

eventually prove possible to loan listeners
two or three films each per week at a yearly

But I should like to snake it clear that
the B.B.C. has had nothing whatever to
do With this film.
It is being taken purely for experi-

mental purposes-to prove that a play
can be presented both by radio and
by the film, and in each case prove
good

entertainment

and yet

combine

equally well to snake a really first-class
" talkie."

Previously we had been testing with

attractive to be of universal interest in this

If one of the plugs from an accumulator
test do not block up the hole with a cork
or a wooden stopper, but drill a small heirs
in this, or otherwise the gases formed inside
the cell will have no opportunity to escape.

Cinema technique well in mind by the

Personally, 1 ens of the opinion that it
will take' a little more than the inducements of even a prfeet home " talkie" to
make the scheme as a whole sufficiently

Most electric -light supply companies expect
the consumer to notify them when making any
alteration to the wiring, such as when fitting. a
charging board for accumulators, etc.

with the requirements of the new Radio -

thing.
The -Other Attractions.

If an accumulator is stood aside for a time
it should be given a really good charge every
eight weeks or so to keep it in good condition.

is

Liberty " was the first drama produced

But that is
looking at the very bright side of the

.60.-4.0 0.i. *

existing film stories and with short " shots "
of special characters ; " A Daah For

fee of but a guinea or two.

author, producer, artistes, etc. Nevertheless, the production is entirely in the hands
of amateurs, and it goes without saying that

it will only give a rough indication of the
scheme's great possibilities.

Plans are already laid down for the

building of more professional productions

*

,

.

5.

Usually the little alterations to the wiring
of a house necessary for fitting up a charging
board or other similar scheme are very easily
oarried out by an electrician, and can therefore

be done cheaply by skilled workmen, thus
avoiding danger in the installing and rens...
(pent t:se.
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A SIMPLE "D. C.

MAINS UNIT

For those who have D.C. Mains, this unit solves the H.T. problem

effectively and inexpensively. It is easy to make, silent in use, and
gives three useful H.T. positive voltages.

Designed and Described by THE " P.W." RESEARCH DEPT.
DO it now " may be an aggravating
sort of motto to have pinned over
your desk in the American fashion,
but there is one part of the wireless user's
affairs to which it can be applied and forms
very sound advice indeed. It is just this :
If you have electric light in your house you

a

COMPONENTS.

i Cabinet to take panel 7 in. x 7 in., and
baseboard 9 in. deep (Lock, Cameo,
E
Raymond, Bond, Gilbert, Pickett,
Peto-Scott, Caxton, Artcraft, etc.).
=

-=

=-7:

..4-

terminal strip, 7 in. x 2 in. E
_1 Ebonite
x 1 in., and piece of wood 7 in. E-

x 5 in. x i

=

=
.

in.. or alternatively, a

E.

complete ebonite panel 7 in. x 7 in.

x ? in. (see text). (Any good branded
=
material.)

';' 6 Completely insulated terminals, suit E.
F...,

ably engraved (see diagram). (Belling
& Lee.)

smoothing choke (British
=1 Heavy-duty
General, R.I. Varley 28/14, etc.).
=7
-.T...

k;

E
1 Potential divider (Igranic).
5 2-mfd. Mansbridge-type condensers
(T.C.C., Dubilier, Lissen, Ferranti,
Mullard, Hydra, etc.). (Note : These

must be rated at a working voltage
=
of at least 250.)
3 Battery -type plugs, wire, flex, screws,
..-t-

adaptor plug, etc.

-_-=

.E.'

a

will certainly get the H.T. for your set from
the mains sooner or later, so why postpone

the change -over beyond the life of your
present batteries ?

of chokes and Condensers, and it does not
seem justifiable to do- this in a design
intended for the general use of our readers.
Instead, we have prot'ided enough
smoothing to give a reasonable degree of
silence on ordinary mains, and you will find
that in such cases you will hardly hear any
hum at all, and that only in the intervals of the progranime. On good mains, of eom-se,
you may, expect to hear no hum whatever

on even the worst and noisiest of mains

means using a decidedly expensive number

one tap, the detector from another, and
two L.F. stages from the third,
Good Choice of Voltages.

r

ness of the smoothing for the benefit of the

give it towards the end of this article.
The three positive tap
we have been

sary to do so.
The general features of the unit make it
suitable for use with even. quite large sets,

front strip marked H.T.
1, H.T. + 2,
3. If you look at the wiring
and

few constructors who may find it neces-

talking about are the terminals on the

and you can Jake considerable. currents
from it without the slightest risk of overloading anything or causing bad hum to
start. It gives you three separate positive

yon will see that runnin.(_, from the wiring

on each of these terminals there is a flex
lead which has an ordinary battery plug ((continued on next Page.)

each of
which can be ad-

tappings,

justed in steps from
quite a low voltage
up to something only

a little below that of
the mains.
Hence, you can
provide separate taps

for your H.F., De t e ct or, and

L.F.

valves, which is so

three

course, is largely a matter of the amount of
" smoothing "" it iridorporates. To make
certain of an absolutely silent background

elithinator if more than one valve is run off
each tap. For example, it is usually quite
Safe- to rues the H.F. valve (if .any) from

set which motor-boats under. these conditions; but it is very rare, and usually
for the very bad mains met with here and - means that the receiver' itself is a little
there; it would simply, mean ,a much more unstable, or else it is one giving unusually
expensive unit than the majority of people high magnification, and so Very easily sent
would need. Instead, we will give some into L.F. oscillation. The remedy in either
suggestions later for increasing the thorough- case is usually quite "simple, and we will

enough to be really useful, and at the same
time not too expensive. Cost inn D.C. unit, of

vent any serious coupling effects in the

Just occasionally you may Come across a

We have produced the H.T. unit you see
in the photos specially to serve the purpose
of anyone who may be considering the
change to mains supply. We have tried to

make it as simple as it can be, yet large

secondly, they act as by-passes, and so pre-

unless youlisten on !phones with a large set.
This, we think, is sufficient for a general
design, since if we ptit- in enough smoothing

desirable for the prevention Of motor boating and other
forms of howling due
to coupling between
stages:

Simple and Inexpensive.

ing, and so help to rodlike Imm, and,

Across each of these
positive ter-

minals is an extra 2mfd. condenser, and
these serve two im-

portant purposes.

First, they provide a
little extra smooth-

Construction

of

the unit

is

really only a matter of mounting the com-

ponents, as shown, and wiring up
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is sometimes needed, one being for the

A SIMPLE
" D.C." MAINS UNIT.
t.

(Continued front previous page)

detector in a short-wave set, and the other
the screening electrode in a screened -grid
valve.

An H.T. unit with a continuously
variable voltage tap is sometimes helpful

*

in these cases, and it is very easy to modify
the present one to include it. You will

on its end, and it is by means of these
plugs that the voltages can be adjusted.

corporating an anti -motor -boating resistance, and what you do' is this: Instead
of a fixed resistance wire fit a continuously
variable one in exactly the same way,
and then by turning the knob of this control
you will be able to get a perfect variation
of voltage on this particular terminal. A
suitable resistance, by the way, is one with
a maximum of perhaps 100,000 or 250,000

They fit in the sockets along the top of a
component inside called a potential divider.
This is really just a resistance, with a con-

nection to each end and a number of tappings, the total resistance of the particular
make used here being 15,000 ohms.
The two ends of this resistance are con-

nected to the positive and negative sides'
of the smoothing circuit, i.e. it is put right
across the mains so that a constant steady
current flows through it. (Quite a small
one, because the resistance is so high.)
This means that there must be a constant
fall of voltage all the way along the resistance, and so by plugging in at a suitable
point we can get the adjustment we
want.

find instructions a little farther on for in-

ohms (higher still will do), and -examples are
the " Bradleyohm " (Rot hermel) and
"Clarostat " (Holzman, Claude Lyons, etc.).
An Extra Tapping.

Only a terminat strip it required far the

panel,"

the remainder of the space being filled with a
suitable piece of wood.

short -wavers will work quite well with just

screening electrode of the S.C. valve off the
continuously variable tap.
The only case in which this is not -satis-

photos), but -for the average screened -grid
set you may wonder just how all the valves

super -power type requiring, a higher volthge
than is desirable for the H.F. stage. Here

This extra adjustment is all that you can

ever need for short-wave work (many

the plain tapping scheme you see in the

factory is where your last 'valve is of the

you really want four separate H.T. positive

Voltage Controls.

can be supplied with only three positive

This adjustment of voltage is in steps, of
course, but it is quite gradual enough for the

terminals.

Well, in most cases the following arrangement is quite satisfactory. Run

terminals, and this again is very simply

the detector off one of the step-by-step
controlled terminals, the H.F. and L.F.

it with a 2-mfd. condenser and tapping
lead connected exactly like the others,

another, and the

and the modification is complete.
We are going into these questions of modifications of the design to suit various special

vast majority of sets; ordinary valves are
not critical as to H.T. nowadays. There are

only two cases where a finer adjustment

calves

together off

done.

Just add another terminal, provide

purposes rather fully, because we wish to
impress upon the reader the fact that to get
real satisfaction from mains working is

largely a matter of seeing that the unit

is really well suited to his own particular
requirements.
A Universal Design.

The design exactly as it stands will suit

the great majority of users, but we are
describing exactly how to make these
various little alterations in order that it

may be regarded as something of a standard
design. Then, if any reader finds his require-

ments are not quite covered by the simple
version, he can just make the appropriate
modification without having to search
further for a design exactly like the one he
wants.

The smoothing arrangements are comparatively simple, but quite effective on
most mains. They consist of a large heavy

duty choke, and a main smoothing con-

denser of 2 mfd. This is the one whickyou
will see is wired on one side to the No. 10

socket on the potential divider, and we
shall be referring to this again in a moment.

The other condensers, it will be remem:

bered, also act as additional smoothers, so
that the total capacity available for levelling
out the hum is 8 mfd.

This arrangement is good enough for

ordinary mains, but where the supply is a
bad one something more may be needed,
and we will detail this for the benefit of the
few readers who may need it. The first step
is to increase the main smoothing condenser

to 4 mfd.. and this is easily done by coni

netting another 2-mfd. unit in parallel with
the one shown. There is plenty of room for
another.
If this does not do the trick the next step

is to add another choke, and the simplest
way to do this is to put it in series with the
(Continued on next page.)
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wanted to make the design as generally useful as possible.

A SIMPLE
D.C." MAINS UNIT.

So far as the constructional work is

concerned there is very little to be said,

:

.(Conlinue,d from preriouS age.)
1

*-4-4-4.-4-4.-4--4-4.--4-4.-4-41.---4.--4.--4-41,--.4-4.- *

lead to the tapping intended for the detector

valve. This is a particularly goad position
for three reasons: (1) Since it only has to
carry a smalteurrent-herelt can be 'a rsiriall
and inexpensive choke ; (2) if a choke is
provided here it replaces the anti motor boating resistance we shall be dealing with

because it is such a straightforward job of

screwing down components and wiring
them up. Just one or two special points
would perhaps be the better for a word of
explanation, however. First, note carefully how ;he mains are connected to the
unit. No terminals are provided, and
instead, the, ends of a twin -flex lead (good
grade lighting type) are connected directly
to suitable points on the wiring. The other
end of this flex, of course, carries a plug or
adaptor for plugging into a mains point..

potential to earth, and must on no account
be touched when the H.T. is switched on.
This even applies to the L.T. accumulator,
which should be placed in a box or cabinet
to make sure it is not touched.
111111111111!11111111111111111111 IIIlii111I1111111III111!11111111111111111111

" If you have electric light in
your house you will certainly get
your H.T. from the mains sooner
or later. Why postpone the changeover ? "
;1--
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The Unit to Use.

8777

0
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CHOKE
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is no need to use a full-sized ebonite panel.

We used a simple ebonite terminal strip
and filled the rest. of the front with a piece
of wood cut to fit and stained to match the
rest of the cabinet. If you like, of course,

2A,frp

/5,000 w

ROTENT/AL.

-

0/ WDER

R.7- 0

0
MPD. EACH CIAC5

EARTH

ON SET

You will see that the unit fits into an
ordinary type of cabinet, but since the
front merely carries a few terminals there

0
EARTH

TREORET/CAL C/RCU/7:

later; (3) so long as you ensure a smooth

and clean supply to the detector valve

you will hear little hum, as a rule, since this

is by far the most critical part of the set.
To insert this extra choke is simple. Just
compress the layout a bit (we made it very
open on purpose) and you will find that the

you can make the work easier by using a
complete ebonite panel instead of this
composite:arrangement. .(It will be desirable
to do so where you desire to fit the variable
resistance mentioned as one of the possible
modifications.)

JuSt one more hint : For the wiring it is

strongly recommended that a fairly stiff

gauge of wire be used. with Systoflex sleeving. This combination is advised in the

interests of safety. Bare wire, especially of

a thin gauge, is rather risky, and makes
short circuits a possibility.

Always, therefore, switch off the H.T. and

take the plug right out of the mains point
before you do anything whatever inside
either the set or the H.T. unit. Further, to
make sure that all the various reservoir condensers have been emptied, always switch

off the H.T. first and the L.T. last. Also,
if you then want to do anything inside the
set, just take a piece of wire, and join to-

gether for a moment the two earth terminals on the H.T. unit.
Beware of Metal Panels.

Be careful, too, not to touch any metal
parts on the panel, such as grub screws in
knobs, L.T. switch shanks, etc., while the
set is working. Sets with metal panels, of
course, are definitely too dangerous to use
with a D.C. mains unit (safe with the A.C.
type), unless the internal wiring is completely separated from the panel. all con -

same size of baseboard will do. Connect the
choke in circuit exactly as, the anti -motor-

boating resistance would be wired, and
that is all.
Now about the , anti -motor -boating
resistance to NS hieh we have referred several

times. The point is this : some sets are more

critical and leis stable than others, and

may tend to go into a howl, make popping
noises, give squawky reaction control, or
otherwise misbehave when run from a plain
and simple type of H.T. unit. To stop this it

is usually quite sufficient to put an anti motor -boating resistance in the lead to the

tapping for the detector valve (H.T.+2).
Anti Motor -Boating.

This is to be placed inside the unit, and
can quite well be an ordinary wire -wound
anode resistance, or one of the special
resistances sold for the purpose (an example
is the Ferranti). A suitable value is about
100,000 ohms, and a dotted outline on the
wiring diagram indicates a good position for
it. To connect it in circuit, note that one
of the flex tapping leads is marked x. Cut

this and take the two ends so formed to

the terminals of the resistance. That's all.
There,- those are all the modifications of

the standard design which we shall be
considering.
Don't be alarmed by the
number oethem, or the apparently complicated nature of the business, for it is really

simple enough when you come to put all this

into practice. Nine times out of ten the
standard unit will serve your purpose
exactly as it stands, and you can just
disregard all this long story about modifications. We have only included it because we

Note the plugs on the potential divider, which provide the variable H.T. positive potentials.

Finally, a few hints about the use of the
finished unit. First of all, note carefully the
two earth terminals on the unit. To one of
these connect the earth terminal of your set,

and to the other your earth lead. This has
the effect of placing in series in the earth
lead one of the 2-mfd. condensers, a very
essential safety precaution indeed, which
must on no account be forgotten.
At this point you must be reminded of the
risk of shocks from the internal wiring of the
set when a D.C. eliminator is working.

Remember that practically every single

wire in the set may be at considerable

denser spindles insulated where they pass
through the metal, and so on.
One last point : The unit must, of course,
be connected to the mains the right way
round. In other words, if at first you get

no results, just take the plug or adaptor

out of its socket, turn it round and replace,
so reversing the connections.
This is a much easier way of finding the
correct polarity than the usual scheme
with a glass of water, and is just as certain.

Once the correct direction

is found, of

course, you can mark the adapter for future
reference.
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A FULL SIZE BLUE PRINT FREE

The " I TAN " THREE
The Finest Three Valver ever designed, full details of which will be given
for the first time in next week's issue of " Popular Wireless."
This receiver, the outcome of many months of research work, completely
renders obsolescent all other sets of a similar kind. It is an entirely new
design and employs a screened -grid H.F. valve, with arrangements for

using either an ordinary valve or a Pentode valve in the L.F. stage.

Amongst the special advantages of the "Titan" Three are
A really remarkable wave -

change system has been evolved
by the technical experts of

" Popular Wireless," and

by

means of a very simple switch
the set can be made immediately available, without

coil

changing, for reception of long
or short waves.

:-

A novel method of coupling
enables one tuning circuit to
be dispensed with, so that one knob tuning is achieved without
any sacrifice of sensitivity and
without the introduction of
of
any complicated
condenser ganging.

For all its wonderful technical efficiency, the " Titan Three is one
of the cheapest and easiest -to -build three -valve sets ever placed
before the home constructor, and in performance it is easily equal
to a five -valve set of last year's design.
A cursory examination of this receiver will convince the amateur that

it is the last word in set design, and that not for a long, long time
will another receiver he designed which will make it out-of-date.

Be sure to get next week's copy

of

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
Don't miss this opportunity, but
learn how to build cheaply and
quickly a receiver which will open

up new possibilities for you in
the art of radio reception.

USUAL PRICE
THREEPENCE
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AERIAL

ALTERNA -FIVES)
St

kt

HOW many readers put up an aerial
when they first installed wireless

sets, and have been content to let it
remain exactly as it was ever since ? A

*-------4.--.--....--....-1---4.-.*
1 The position and form of your
aerial seriously affect your reception, and an easily -made alteration
may make your results very much
better.

good many, I am willing to wager.
The position chosen for an aerial by any-

one who has just started wireless depends

usually upon two main considerations:
(1) where the mast will be least in the way,
and (2) where it will be least unsightly.
Up goes the mast in a chosen place, the
aerial is erected and reception obtained,

though it by no means always follows that
the best is being got out of whatever the set
may be used in conjunction with the aerial
occupying the position thus chosen for it.

By R. W. HALLOWS.
I
4.:4.-4.--4.-- - ------- 4. -4.- .4.H*

*

denser the trees formed an admirable screen
from the north.
So pronounced was the screening effect
that so long as the leaves were on the trees
he was almost as severely handicapped as
if he had reduced the number of his valves
by one. The case was so interesting that he
and I spent a considerable amount of time
in experimenting, with aerial positions,
using as temporary masts very light jointed

poles. We eventually found that the position shown at B in the drawing gave very
much better results, and that reception was
well up to the average all through the year.
The Interference Problem.

Trees are by no means the only form of
screening that one encounters when erecting an aerial. High walls or buildings may

blanket it just as effectively, and should
the buildings be iron -framed the results
may be even more surprising. If, therefore,

The diagram illustrates a case in point.
Some time ago a friend of mine put up an

you want to have, as doubtless you do, an
aerial that will really give an efficient
receiving set a chance of showing what it
can do you will find it well worth while to
experiment a little with the position of your
mast.

points arise in connec-

and he had no particular quarrel with his
set for some months. When, however, the

periments. Do not
reach down for a half -

brick when I say that
it is possible for an
aerial to be too good.

Trees Cause Screening.

the aerial the more
efficient it is as a

During the colder months the trees, devoid

of both sap and leaves, did no particular
harm ; but in the spring, as their trunks
and branches became filled with moisture

and the covering of leaves grew denser and

neighbourhood where spark interference is
bad may find it worth their while to experi-

ment with lower aerials than they are at
present using.

With the aerial in the worst position for
the local station ample signal strength will
be secured, but it will be far easier to cut out
these powerful signals when long-distance
work is toward.
Improving Selectivity.

Now as regards selectivity. An enormous
number of the aerials that one sees have a
very long " roof " (the roof is the horizontal
portion) and consist of two, three, or even
more parallel wires. If your set can only

just bring in the local station with the
volume that you desire then the long -

roofed, multi -wired aerial may be what is
needed. On the other hand, where there is
plenty of power in reserve it is generally
far better to use a single wire and to make
the roof portion not over long.
My own station is roughly thirty miles
north-west of London. As the aerial was
first put up a good many years ago, it
consisted of two parallel wires with a roof

some 80 ft.

in length. Since then I
have reduced it to a single wire with a roof

of only 40 ft., and I find that whilst

there is no diminution worth mentioning in
signal strength, selectivity is enormously
improved.

tion with aerial ex-

gay spring came along he began to feel that
though his neighbours could hear the
Northern stations quite well he was becoming less and less able to do so. Can you
spot the reason why ?

What was happening was simply this.

Those who live near the sea or in any

Other interesting

aerial in the position shown at A.

The
work of erection took place in the. autumn,

There is, in fact, no finer picker up of

spark signals than the lofty aerial carefully
erected with a view to the utmost efficiency.

In certain circum-

stances this is really
a fact. The higher

But don't
forget that if it colcollector.

lects signals that you
do want it also collects

those that you don't.

A twin -wire aerial which passes over a fairly considerable expanse of root may be
inselective, and no more sensitive than a single wire aerial similarly placed,
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LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

4

PRESS VERSUS B.B.C.

special message in Welsh was sent to him,
together with the usual good -night message
to the children, " Sleep well, pleasant
dreams."
The following day the broadcaster was
spoken to by a listener in Swansea who said,
" I heard your words to Merfyn. They
were very appropriate. Evidently the

EMPTINESS; OR VACUUMSTRANGE BIRTHDAY HAPPENING
--POLITICS FOR WOMEN-THE
LORD CHIEF JUSTICE TO BROAD-

CAST-A SALVATION ARMY APPEAL-INDIAN NATIVE DRAMA BY
RADIO --ENGLAND v. IRELAND AT

family forgot to tell you he was dead."

TWICKENHAM.

t

Grandfather was buried an houror so before
his birthday greetings were broadcast.
Politics for Women.

Press versus B.B.C.

THE mistake of the B.B.C. in expanding

its publications beyond the point of

the explosion
frequently prophesied in this page. It is
necessity

7th, the officials after due consideration
decided to stretch a point. It was the old
man's 91st birthday, and he was a Welsh
bard. So it happened that his name was
included in the list on his birthday and -a

produced

probably true to suggest that Savoy Hill
would have been glad to have dispensed
with the " Literary Weekly " ; but the
very thoroughness and unanimity of the
Press compaign made early withdrawal
difficult if not impossible.

Now that a new concordat has been
reached it is interesting to reflect what

The uncertainty Of the way in -which the
thousands of new women electors will vote

at the General Election which, according
to the most recent prophecies, will take

place in June, is the vital factor of the
hopes and fears of our politicians.

Who can say that broadcasting will not

play an important part in returning the next

NOT A "TITANIC". TASK !

.

made no secret of their intention to weaken
the B.B.C. in every way possible.

monopoly and insisted on it becoming the
major election issue next June. Realising

But when a letter arrived at the Cardiff

Station a few weeks ago from some children

asking that their grandfather's birthday

should be " read out " on Monday, January

nominated as President of the Committee
of five which General Booth suggested to
the High Council should manage the affairs

of the " Army " until he himself is able to

do so again, is to give the address at a
service to be held by the Salvation Army
the London Studio on Sunday evening,
February 3rd. The service will be followed
by a self-denial appeal on behalf of the
Army's funds.

place at Twickenham on Saturday, February
A view of the construction of the " Titan " Three,
to be described in " P. W." next week.

9th, will be broadcast from London and
Daventry.

-4 -4- 4-4 -11

4(

TECHNICAL NOTES.

1-11. 44-4. *

By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

VALVE CHARACTERISTICS
SPECIAL CONDITIONS-MAKING A CHOICE-ETC., ETC..

*
Valve Characteristics.

ALTHOUGH the operation of the

ordinary triode or three -electrode.

entertainment for their own unworthy ends,
thus revealing the fact that some people are
more ready to display stupidity than sense.

Commissioner E. J. Higgins, Chief of the

Staff of the Salvation Army, who was

versus Ireland Rugby match, which takes

A limited number of the public will be
admitted to the Bournemouth studio on
Tuesday evening, January 29th, when Sir

decision in a few isolated instances of
grown-ups using this happy medium of

A Salvation Army Appeal.

England v. Ireland at Twickenham.
The running commentary on the England

Emptiness ; or Vacuum.

members of the children's radio circles. Past
experience showed the wisdom of this

Dickens' Fellowship at the Piccadilly Hotel,

of the Productions Staff at Savoy Hill,
taking part in it.

bitterness on both sides..

rule that

Lord

Hewart will he heard again by 2 L 0 and 5 X X listeners on Thursday, February 7th,
when he speaks at the annual dinner of the

hundreds of years and was' once produced
in England, Mr. Howard Rose, -0, .member

any time, and create its own printing and

birthday greetings are broadcast only to

grammes as outside broadcasts.

The play has been acted by Indiana for

laid its counter plans. The microphone was
to be used against the Press. One wonders
what would have happened. It would have
been a nice test of strength. In addition, it
is believed the B.B.C. was ready to withdraw all information from the hostile Press,
to suspend the news agreements, set up a
competitive news service with bulletins at

Strange Birthday Happening..
It is an almost inflexible

functions which have come into the pro-

from London on Wednesday,

the possibility of " war " the B.B.C. had

Oliver Lodge gives an address on " Emptiness; or Vacuum." An informal discussion
in which Sir Oliver will take part will follow
the address.

The Lord Chief Justice of England
(Lord Hewart) has several times spoken at

A translation by Sir A. Monier -Williams

they would have. attacked the B.B.C.

whether it is only an armed truce preliminary
to a devastating campaign. There is much

The Lord Chief Justice to Broadcast.

of Khalidasa's " Sakuntala," an Indian
native drama written, it is believed, about
the time of Christ's birth, *ill be broadcast

broadcasting programmes. Simultaneously

deferred because of the arrangement of the
joint committee, it, remains to be seen

going on for some months. Another debate
is in the London programme for Tuesday
evening, February 5th, when Mrs. Abbott,
Chairman of the Open Door Council, and
Dr. Marion Phillips, Chief Woman. Officer
of the Labour Party, will discuss " Protectire Legislation."

Indian Native Drama by Radio.

They would have begun by demanding
advertisement rates for the publication of

While hostilities on this wide scale are

debates for women voters that have been

in

might have happened if events had taken
another course. The newspaper interests

distribution facilities.

Government, by the series of talks and

Special Conditions.

In view of the almost bewildering variety

of data available in connection with the

valve is now quite generally understood by the vast majority of radio enthusiasts, there are still a number who sometimes have difficulty in appreciating how
valves even of the same general type may
have totally different characterist4.
Owing to this fact, although the general
principles of the 'operation are identical,
they may and do operate entirely differently, according to the conditions in which
they are used. For instance, everyone
knows that some valves are specified for a
high amplification factor, whilst others aro

many types of valve now on the market, it
is not surprising that beginners especially
should find themselves rather at a loss to

principally characterised by low impedance.

(Continued on page ma)

know which valves to choose for any
particular purpose.
Making a Choice.

It would take a long time to go into all

the details of the different conditions which
arise and the way in which these affect the
choice of the most suitable valves. More-

over, many excellent articles on different
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TO SECURE SILENCE

IN THE BACKGROUND

and the way a Lissen Transformer
amplifies, keeps that background just

as silent as it was in the Studio.
The acoustic experts 'of the broadcast studios use every
effort to obtain a background of absolute silence for each
item of the programme. To obtain the same effect front
your receiver, use Lissen Transformers for each stage of
amplification.

Then you get a silence upon which the

broadcast instrument or voice can paint a living picture,
trace of extraneous

building

sound to interfere with it, every word and every note
standing out in stereoscopic relief.

Lissen Transformers can be used in every receiver and
in every published circuit -use them whatever receiver
you are building and you will always get the true effect
of every broadcast item.
The famous 8/6 Lissen Transformer has won for itself

the reputation of "The Transformer that will never
break down." Suitable for all ordinary
Turns ratio 3 to i. Resistance ratio 4 to I . .

6

THE LISSEN SUPER TRANSFORMER
Thks Super LISSEN Transformer is made in two ratios,
31 to r and also z./ to 1. The 3/ to I is suitable for

use in either the first or the second stage of an L.F.

amplifier, or can be used in cascade for both stages, and
with practically any valve. The 2.1 to i transformer is
suitable for use after a high impedance rectifier valve
without fear of distortion or loss of high
notes and overtones. The price is the same
for both ratios

WEB
TRANSFORMERS

LISSEN
LIMITED
8-16, FRIARS LANE
RICHMOND, Surrey.
(Alanasing Director-Thos, N. Cole)
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PHILIPS

.Uter

SAVE money and improve your reception by using a PHILIPS
of

High Tension Supply Unit, made by the manufacturers
the famous Philips Receiving Sets and Loudspeakers.

No battery renewal problems, but a constant and powerful current direct from the mains sufficient for any type of receiver.

Built to last
Ask your dealer for further particulars.
TYPE 300.2 FOR 3.C. 31_113-8.
6 different positive anode voltages.

.Q

Price complete

Ib

0

TYPE 3003 FOR .1.C. 31_11N-8.
For H.T. and Grid Bias Supply. Similar in design to Type 3002
with the addition of 3 different variable tappings, giving voltages
between 0 and 40 Grid Bias. Price complete

. 15 . 0

PHILIPS
or Radio

ADVT. OF PHILIPS LAMFS LTD.. RADIO DEPARTME:Ji. PHILIPS HOUSE, 145, CHARINIC.3. CROSS ROAD. LONDON W C.2
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RADIO BARCELONA
Some interesting details of one of Europe's most popular
broadcasting stations.
From A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.
-

At the foot of the steel towers supporting the aerial lies the transmitting
house of the station, a building which.

in addition to containing the usual

MORE things come from Barcelona than
the proverbial filberts. In the radio

line, at any rate, the town is famed
for the possession of a radio broadcasting
station which is second only in importance
to the lladrid station.
Most English amateurs, I would imagine,
are familiar enough with the Madrid 'station,

E A J 7. and probably a goodly number of
them have been able to pick up Barcelona

during their nightly radio tours around

Europe. After all, the station is not a
difficult one to pick out of the radio medley
of Europe. Transmitting on a wave -length
of 344.8 metres (or, if you prefer it, 870 kilo-

cycles frequency), the Barcelona station,

E A J 1, is on the air during the greater

portion of every evening, and very fre-

quently during the daytime as well.
The entire equipment and organisation of
the Barcelona station is owned, controlled,
and operated by the Union Radio of Spain,
a radio organisation which has been active
in that country from the very earliest days
of broadcasting. In fact, Radio Barcelona
was the station with which.the Union Radio
commenced its activities in the broadcasting
of general entertainment, this inauguration
taking place early in 1924. Thus, for all

practical purposes, we may say that the

Barcelona broadcasting station was the first
of its type to be erected and operated in the
country.
Some Aerial

High up above the town of Barcelona, the

twin aerial towers of the station stand out
over the countryside, comprising a landmark
with which every traveller in the neighbourhood cannot but have noticed. The aerial
system of the station comprises a four -wire

" flat -top " span, the aerial itself being of
the 'r -type and possessing nearly 130 ft. of
down -lead.

generating, operating, and control
rooms, also contains a very elegantly
appointed studio.

Hardly a musical celebrity in Spain is

unfamiliar with the Barcelona studio, with
its heavy draped walls and roof. At the
t line of writing, however, plans are on foot

to pull down and re -erect this studio on
more extensive and up-to-date lines, the
present apartment having become too small

and unnecessarily inconvenient for daily
use. Yet the permanent studio at Barcelona is a happy sort of
and,

as

Barcelona is rather famed for its lady

announcer. Have you heard her calling ?
Listen -in for the station about 10 p.in. some

female voice calling "Alio ! Allo ! Aqui
estacion Radio
Barcelona-Eh-ah-hota
oono," the latter being spelled phonetically,
and meaning, of course, E A J 1, the
station's call -sign.

Radio Barcelona generally closes down
about midnight., ending sometimes with the

playing of the Spanish National Anthe m

and at other times with the momentary

the

read er will observe

from the photograph,

there are many studios
which, to say the least,
are far worse.
1 suppose I must say
something about the

transmitter which
operates the Barcelona

station, although this
technical

department

of radio

is rather

beyond my province.
Anyway, the station

obtains its

initial

source of power from

the local electrical

main s, subsequently
stepping -up and modifying the initial energy
by means of a series of

Same of the power -house plant at E A J 1, Barcelona.

motor generators.

Like every other station of any importance,

an emergency generating outfit is main-

tained, this being operated by a petrol
motor.

Then concerning the transmitting equipment proper. It is of the ever -popular Marconi type, built in

unit fashion, and

the chimes from the local

Union Radio, E A J 1, Barcelona, has,
however, its competitors, although, during
recent times, a working arrangement has
been effected between the rival stations.
Goodnight Everybody

This state of affairs in Spanish broadcasting. however, renders it a matter of

t his

keeps on the alert for the call -sign of
the station, which is announced every

kilowatts,

being the operating
power of the Union
Radio's main station
at Madrid.
T4e
transmitter
controls are arranged
on a special series of

panels in much the
same way as they are

found in any other

station, but, in the
ease
The Barcelona studio from which many a lively jig and jazz tune has been

relaying of
cathedral.

effectively caged in
along both sides of the
room.
The trans-

mitter sends up into
the aerial a power of

broadcast over Europe.

worked from a smaller room adjoining the
studio proper.

evening, and you will probably hear the

The Lady Announcer

affair,

control, by means of which the majority of
the transmitter's controls can also be

of

BarcelOna,

there is a sort of

system of dual

some difficulty for the amateur in England
to identify accurately the Spanish station
which he has picked up. However, if one

few items with unfailing regularity, the
information gained thereby, together with
dreferenee to a book of European stations,
will generally enable the amateur readily to
identify the station in question.
And now, Buenas noches a tot-los-Goodnight,

everybody !

Radio

Barcelona,

E A J 1, may not be built on the scale of
the American stations, or even on that of
2 L 0, but, all the same, it is one which is
certainly worth while looking out for if you
want a pleasant programme of musk,
sweetly rendered.
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the German Government sent to London
an official deputation consisting of Dig,
Bredow, the German Secretary of State 14

Wireless, Dr. Baneth and Dr. Reimer,
leading radio engineers, to investigate the
Baird system. As a result of the tests

PARIS PROGRAMMES.E
The Plight of Eiffel Tower-Further Television Tests to be Made ?-Post

which they witnessed, we have been asked

Office Said to be "Satisfied."

to instal a television transmitter in their
Berlin studios for the purpose of public
demonstrations, and with a view to their
adopting the system generally."

By THE EDITOR.

IT came as a surprising announcement

that broadcasting from the Eiffel Tower
would cease at 9 pan. on January 12th
in order to avoid inconveniencing listeners
in Paris. The Eiffel Tower is probably one
of the most famous wireless stations in the
world, and has, as our readers know, been

transmitting since January 1st on the new
wave -length of 1,485 metres. A consider-

able number of complaints have been

received in consequence Of the change by
the French and British broadcasting
authorities. Especially in Britain was this
change of wave -length objected to because
the danger of interference between the Eiffel

Tower and Daventry was enhanced.
The Eiffel Tower was originally working
on a wave -length of 2,650 metres which,

" The Board of the Corporation has

the Baird system a trial. What the result
will be remains to be seen.

when development justified it."

of the Baird Company that an official
report from the .Post Office engineers
expressing satisfaction with the Baird

be ready to review this decision if and
The B.B.C. asked that all newspapers
would reproduce this in view of the filet
that a rumour was current last week that
an agreement had been reached by the

B.B.C. and the Baird Television Company
with regard to broadcasting secret television
transmissions through B.B.C. stations.
However, the B.B.C. emphatically denied
that any such agreement had been reached.

A FULL SIZE
BLUE PRINT

A Difficult Position.

is given FREE with every copy of
next week's issue of " P.W." This
magnificent gift is supplemented

When the ships were fitted with modern
high -power transmitting apparatus and
began to work on wave -lengths of more than

2,000 metres, in order to cut down inter-

ference, the International Wireless Conference held at Washington in 1927 assigned
to all European broadcasters wave -lengths
between 1,340 and 1,875 metres, and consequently the Eiffel Tower had to conform
to these new regulations. Attempts were

made to transmit from the Eiffel Tower
on shorter wave -lengths, but again this
alteration was found to interfere with the

wireless service of the Air Transport Line.
In fact, any transmission from the Eiffel

Tower over 1,485 metres was found to
interfere, not only with Daventry 5 X X
but with Konigswusterhausen and Radio

Paris.
Consequently, the Eiffel Tower will have
to keep to its wave -length of 1,485.metres,
but with the result that it will have to close
down every night at 9 p.m. Whether some
more satisfactory compromise will be reached

" In agreement with the Post Office, the

required a studio demonstration
of the Baird television apparatus before

considering whether there should be public
experiments in which a B.B.C. station
would participate. A demonstration took
place at the offices of the Baird Television
Development Company, Ltd., on October

9th, and was attended by administrative
and technical officials of the Corporation.

" The opinion of the B.B.C. representa-

tives was that, while the demonstration

was interesting as an experimemt, it failed
to fulfil the conditions which would justify
trial through a B.B.C. station.

should do is to issue a copy of this letter
for publication in the press.
Further, the B.B.C. state the Baird

Company has not yet intimated to the
The B.B.C. also state that any

Television system of adopting an unfriendly
attitude. But we again point out that we
7:11

by a long illustrated article
describing the construction of

THE

' TITAN ' THREE
a remarkable new receiver which
has more outstanding features than

any receiver " P.W." has hitherto
produced.

DON'T MISS THIS CHANCE
of securing your ' Titan'

Three blue print, but

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW
In reply to the B.B.C.'s re -issued statement and comments, the Baird Television
Company also issued a statement as
within the knowledge of the B.B.C. as well
as ourselves regarding the broadcasting of
television in conjunction with music,
singing, and speech in this country, which
facts we are under a pledge of secrecy not

B.B.C.

that the first thing the Bak(' Company

We have been accused more than once
by disappointed admirers of the Baird

Further Television Tests.?

follows :

system is in the hands of the officials 'Of the
Baird Company. In which case we suggest

such claim would be examined with a view
to determining whether the B.B.C.'s
decision should be modified.

follows :

We reproduced in last week's issue of

It was also stated by a leading official

system.

in the near future remains to be seen.
POPULAR WIRELESg a notice sent out by
the B.B.C. on October 17th, which read as

Post Office Satisfaction.

B.B C. any claim to improvement in their

nrummininumminmumunnuntinnumnim

for most ordinary wireless sets, was outside
the wave -length range. At that time, when
the wave -length was chosen, ships used only
spark stations with wave -lengths between

600 and 800 metres,

In other words, Germany is going to give

decided that an experimental transmission
through a B.B.C. station shall not be undertaken at present. The Corporation would

" In view of the real facts which are

to reveal, and have not revealed, we are
extremely surprised that such a statement
should have been repeated and issued.
" Important negotiations have been successfully concluded with seven important
Continental broadcasting stations for the
regular broadcasting of television under
the Baird system, in conjunction with
music, singing, and speech. It is signi-

ficant that these negotiations were concluded
after the experts representing these stations

had been to London and thoroughly investigated the Baird system.

" Our system was considered of such

importance that within the past two weeks

are as much interested as anybody in this
country in the progress of television, and
if the Baird Company have made definite
improvements in the apparatus and system

generally, they should at once intimate
such a fact to the B.B.C., and, further,
should most decidedly publish any cor-

they may hold from the
engineers of the Post Office in which, it is
alleged, full approval of the system may be
respondence
found.
The Best Policy.

In any case, however, if the Baird Company are so definitely certain of the efficacy

of their present system, then surely their
most convincing line of policy would be to

await the result of the installation in the
Berlin studio of the Baird system, and its
consequent reception, favourable or un-

favourable, by the German public.
If the Baird system is all that is claimed

for it, another. invitation should at once
be sent to the B.B.C., but if no further
improvement has been made since the
original B.B.C. test, then the matter should

be dropped, and definitely dropped, until
such a time as an improvement has been
made.

*- -- --

-

e

THREE USEFUL TIPS.

*

*

When charging accumulators from the mains
or other source of electric supply the positive

of the cell is always connected towards the
positive cf the supply.

If you charge your accumulator at home

make sure that the charging board is situated
in that mains lead which Is earthed.
Generally speaking, it is most unwise for any
unskilled person to tamper with the electric -light
mains, as serious damage can be done by shock

and by fire.
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Instant public recognition
OF THE OUTSTANDING VALUE

OF THE LISSEN VARIABLE
CONDENSER TEMPORARILY
OVERWHELMED THE LISSEN
PRODUCTIVE ORGANISATION.
THE Variable Condenser which Lissen intro-

duced at the beginning of the season so
clearly revolutionised condenser values that
trade and public alike immediately recognised

that it brought within the reach of every amateur

constructor a condenser with technical advantages which had previously been available only
in condensers costing in some cases even three
times the price of the Lissen.

_

The result was that even the great Lissen organ-

isation was temporarily overwhelmed with orders ;

and thousands who wished to incorporate such

a low -loss condenser in their chosen circuit were
disappointed.

By working day and night the output of this condenser has been increased and increased until now

AMPLE STOCKS ARE AVAILABLE
AT ALL LISSEN DEALERS

a new

And the Lissen Condenser which is now available is
even better than that which was so well received at
first in the course of manufacture Lissen have found
it possible to improve on the original design without
;

increase of cost.

DO NOT THEREFORE BUY A
VARIABLE CONDENSER UNTIL

YOU HAVE EXAMINED THE
NEW LISSEN.
A REAL LOW -LOSS CONDENSER
b

d i es
the

You can use it as a standard condenser in

any circuit.

htalYY °tea-

You can gang it-two or three of

e,ccbAsive
of thee big

together.

tuxes

Li ss c..11 iftcbld;

end
ing 11.,°T On
eSS"-e
ehd 1-1,tt
r

any

to

°r
TYPe

them

You can use a drum control for it instead of

a dial.

You can mount it on a panel and
it has feet for baseboard mounting,
too.

vanes.

000r mfd. capacity
0002

,,

'0003

5:9
5/9

'00033

6/6/3

'0003

6'6

,

,

LISSEN LIMITED
Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey,
(Managing Director: Thos. N. Co!,,)
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Soundbox (working
Burndept Electric
the most of these and
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strengthens every detail.
the
dealer to demonstrate as
is
Ask your local radio
Soundbox. No other
Burndept Electric
good.

BURNDEPT
Electric Soundbox
..

PRICE

VOLUME CONTROL
ADAPTER

..

£1:0:0
.. 8 : 6
.. 4 : 0

BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.3
London Showrooms : 15, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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4 STOPPING HUM
'IN D.C. SETS.
rectification is less liable to give rise to this
form of interference.

action in part, and in part owing to the time

to the grid- and being amplified by the
detector valve, which otherwise happens
-

ONE of

the, main difficulties eneoun,
tercd in working a receiver from

when anode -bend rectification is employed.
There are occasions, however, when it is

desirable to use anode bend .paving to the
typo of valve to be used as rectifier and the

mains, especially in the case of D.C.
mains, is the hum which is introduced by
the rectifier valve.
As you know, in the case of D.C. mains

The results from bum are particularly
bad when a set is being worked entirely

1;69.r

type of coupling used between it and the
first L.F. valve, and in this case the method

shown in the circuit diagram should he
employed.

The usual grid condenser is retained, as

.3

.2

equals - ohms.
.3

QUESTION.

Resistance then is a negligible quantity,

By H. BRAMFORD.

Only in the case of one valve, then, do we
really require resistance.

By way of example, we will introduce
Ohm's Law in the following formulae.

Unless the valves are fed from the mains
the filament circuits of each' valve used

will be in parallel.
Very well, then, we must first deduct the
voltage of the valve from the voltage of the
accumulator, and, the remainder is divided

by the total constrmption factor in amps.
of the valves used. Assume that this
factor is 1 amp. per valve. the formuke
in brief is as follows :

difference

up.

; THAT RESISTANCE

are still other points to be reckoned with.

tests and no audible

The H.F. choke further has a low D.C.
resistance, thus preventing any unpleasant
time period effects, and of course makes it
impossible for the grid condenser to charge

2 minus 1.8

the Sxed resistor necessary ?
Supposing we are using three 1.8 valves
to be fed from a 2 -volt accumulator, there

If, however, we connect an H.F. choke
instead of a grid leak between the grid and
our potentiometer, so as to obtain anode bend rectification we have what is an ideal

regards signal strength was to be noticed.

A Curious Fact.

type, but the latter has its advantages as
a single control and combined " on -off "
witch. The point, however, is this : Is

An Ideal Method..

between the two (i.e. leak and choke) as

stage.

most commonly used in place of the variable

to

negligible.

careful

ment will usually show that the worst
interference is on
in the detector

and its application to the filament

quencies, whether they be high frequencies
or low frequencies, in fact, its resistance to
the low frequencies will be greater, in view
of the feet that its self capacity will then be

very high impedance to the H.F. potentials
which you are. rectifying. I have made

from D.C. mains where the filament current
has also to be supplied, and a little experi-

lighting of valves. The fixed resistor is

At the PA Me time, the grid

the small amount of L.F. voltage which
may get past the grid condenser on to the
grid will be short circuited by this choke.
A good H.F. choke, however, presents a

eliminator.

doubt about the question -of resistance

combination.

leak presents a high resistance to all fre-

This H.F. choke acts as a dead short

than the rectified output from an A.C.

THERE still seems to be an element of

constant of the grid leak and condenser

circuit to all low frequencies, so that even

number of different frequencies which are
often far more difficult to smooth out

4

even though the correct value of negative
bias be applied, owing to the- cumulative

Most readers know what " motor -boating " is, and that it is always a possibility in some circumstances with mains

units, but what about remedies ?

while for two valves the answer would be 1.

Existing Resistance.

The reason for this is that we have to
consider in our calculation the existing
resistance factor of the actual filaments

An H.F. choke is certainly more expensive than a grid leak, but even so, you can
get a good one nowadays for about 4s., and

it is well worth incorporating it in your

If you have, you will know
only too well the feeling of helpless fury

resistance, on the other hand, may not be
quite sufficient to start actual howling- or
motor -boating, but may yet produce
enough L.F. reaction to have a very bad
effect on quality, making it muffled or

loud speaker which some unknown
genius so aptly christened " motor boating " ?

which seizes one when a previously well-

behaved set suddenly starts to carry on

-in this way, and will need no urging to study
the hints I am going to give in this article.

luck, and then resolve to look into the

various cures which follow with a view to
being prepared in case you do strike it in
the future. I am not trying to make your
flesh creep, but it may happen to anybody,
you know.
It is not at all difficult to cure as a rule,

boating really is, because we shall- then -

the accurnylator, they are in actual fact

and one of the standard cures for such a

before we concern ourselves with remedies,
it might be a good idea to see what motor -

calculation of this nature to the one valve
only, where a single resistance is employed
with a number of other valves in parallel.

ordinary L.F. howl and the slower vibration
we call motor -boating. The fact is, however, that a properly designed and reason-

THREE
ACCUMULATOR TIPS.

In addition to this, however, we have

*

thing which may happen with any set

containing two or more L.F. stages if no
special precautions are taken and the H.T.
battery chances to develop a high internal

In the case of a mains H.T.
unit, again, it may happen as a natural
resistance.

result of running two or more of the valves
from a single positive terminal on the unit.
This is often quite safe, of course, but there

motor -boat as soon as the battery resistance

rises even a little, and while the battery is
still in quite passable condition. Again, if
one possesses a mains unit with only two
positive taps and it is found- to produce

motor -boating with a new four -valves, it is
poor comfort to be told to buy a new H.T.
unit.
Fortunately, there is a simple remedy for
these troubles -winch can be applied externally and works a cure in almost every case.
This is the use of an anti -motor -boating filter

in one or more of the H.T. positive leads.
A device of this sort can be made up for a
very reasonable expenditure in the form of
a little unit which will prove a very handy

thing to have about the house ready for
any emergency.

I have two of these units which- have
proved invaluable of recent months, and
the reader may like
to have details of
them, and sonic hints
on their use. The

stop it. Well, it is actually our old friend
the L.P. howl in a slightly different form,

being under fed, but there is, of course, the
satisfaction of knowing that we are working
on the safe side.

*

jarring.

comes across sets which begin to howl or

understand better what we must do to
howl will often stop motor -boating likewise.

It is, however, misleading to apply a

form of a whistle or slow popping according
to circumstances. A rather lower battery

If you have never run across this aggra- . Mains Unit Troubles.
vating trouble you should first thank your
Obviously, then, motor -boating is a

points, so we are well on the safe side if
this simple calculation is followed in all

be allowed.

the actual wiring of the set and contact

may be actual L.F. oscillation, taking the

in a perfectly straightforward way, but -

in parallel for which a drop in voltage must

given no consideration at all to the natural
resistance of the circuit, as represented in

HAVE you ever heard the rhythmical
pop, pop, pop," noise from the

receiver .on the lines described above.

instances.
Using a valve or valves of equal rating to

Here are some really practical instructions for making and using two of

the most useful types of "anti -coupling " devices.
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

method to use in a receiver being worked off
electric -lighting mains.

the hum which is experienced is due to
commutator ripple, and this is due to a

In the ordinary way one would expect
that grid -leak rectification would be far
more liable to give rise to interference
from hum than anode bend, owing to the
fact that the former type of rectification
is cumulative; hut curiously enough it has
been found in practice that grid -leak

superior.

True anode - bend rectification is not
always obtainable when a grid leak is used,

low - frequency impulses from passing on
,-Sttiss.SS.s"*'

this has a stopping -effect .as regards L.F.
potentials 'being passed on to the grid.
Instead, however, of a grid leak being,
used and negative bias being applied to the
grid through it, as is very often done, we
can employ another method which is fag

By C. P. ALLINSON, A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.R.E., F.Inst.P.Inc.

It would appear that this is due to the
fact that the Usual grid condenser Is included in the grid lead, thus keeping the

nen
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first unit is a filter

of the
is

When It Happens.

It is unwise to hold a naked light, such as a

and it is dangerous to do so when this is being

For practical purposes there is really no
need to make any distinction between the

A Useful Type.
This alone

charged.

howling

On no account should the plates of an

accumulator he exposed to the air, as oxidisa-

tion will tend to make the negatives hot.

factors may start it off, either as a true
howl or a slow popping. It is when this

most useful of the
two. It consists of
a small wooden baseboard, a strip carrying

When an accumulator's polarity has been

reversed (that is to say, the positive has become
negative and the negative positive) it has been

either excessively discharged or else charged
up in the wron4 direction.

you.

Now, the usual cause of the trouble is

the resistance of the battery is included in
the anode circuits of all the valves in the
set, so " coupling " all the stages together,

and producing what is really a reactign

Meet.
If the resistance is high enough the result

motor -

resistance H.T. supply, and is by far the

happens that we want to know what to do,

of a battery source of H.T. you will see that

or

boating due to a high

L.F. hoWl, but certain more or less external

mains unit, and how this happens is not
really difficult to understand. In the case

ii 11I

almost always stop

ably well made set ought not to give an

What the highbrows call " back coupling,"
due to the resistance of the H.T battery or

intended for use

in series in the detector H.T. lead.

and that is what I am going to try to tell

match or cigarette, near to an accumulator,

resistance -

capacity type, which

A simple unit for stopping motor -boating. By using a choke and condenser
coupling effects are removed without any serious loss of H.T. voltage.

are occasions when it leads to trouble, and

it should not be forgotten as a possible
cause.

The obvious remedy for motor -boating,
of course, is a new H.T battery or the use

of a mains unit with plenty of separate
positive terminals, but this is not always
practicable

For example, one occasionally

three terminals, a 2

microfarad condenser, and an anode

resistance of about 50,000 ohms.

The terminals should be marked L.T.--,
H.T.-1-1, and H.T.+2, and these are the

H.T. +1 to one side of
resistance, H.T. +2 to other side of resistance and one side of condenser, other .side
of condenser to L.T. - terminal.
connections

(Continued on next page)
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*

the only difference is that a good-sized
L.F. choke takes the place of the anode

CURING
" MOTOR- BOATING."

*

resistance.

exactly the same.

(Continued from previous page).

connections

remain

Alterations to Wir'ng.

To use the unit, connect it up thus :

join H.T. +2 to the positive terminal on the
set for the detector valve, connect H.T. +1
to the H.T. battery or mains unit, and the

L.T.- terminal on the unit to the L.T.-

terminal on the set. Just one point : the
resistance in the anti -motor -boating filter

drops the voltage on the detector,

The

so

remember to allow for this by connecting
to a suitable point on the H.T. battery. If
your detector valve usually takes -about 50

volts, you will probably find that about
100 should be applied when the special

unit is used, to make sure that the necessary
volts are still reaching the detector.
Simplifying the Battery Leads.
This is really rather a convenience,

because it means that in most cases you can

give the detector lead the same voltage as

that to the L.F. valves, i.e. just join the
lead from the H.T.+1 terminal on the
special unit to the maximum voltage point
on the battery. In practice you will find

that this means that you only need one
positive Connection to the
battery instead of, two.

since the ordinary unit on the detector
stage will' 'amok always be sufficient, to

stop motor -boating.
One final point : the two units described
have all their parts and wiring exposed, and
although this is probably safe' enough

where H.T. batteries are used, it is not
good enough with mains units.

In this case the unit should be enclosed
in a box with a small ebonite top, and the
terminals should be of the insulated type
such as the Belling -Lee variety.

following paragraphs show.,

'Tie, can take the form of

another exactly similar unit
connected in series with the
H.T. lead to another of thp

fitting on the tone arm. So a piece of wood
was brought to the rescue and shoved down.
Soon we were expertly -adjusting ,the angle
of the needle. Ve' snide -AC slope at
approximately the same angle as it would if
the soundbox were being, used.
The next step was to remove the detector
valve, plug in the special adaptor and Place
the valve in the top of the adaptor. It was

necessary that one of the pick-up leads
went to the negative filament pin of the

detector valve feed.

going up to the top of the battery or using
a higher tap on the mains unit (by the way,
when this device is in use, it is generally
quite safe to connect it to the maximum
voltage terminal on the H.T. unit, even if
other valves are already being fed from that
terminal).
In the case of the other valves in the set

we usually want all the volts we can get
(the H.F. valve is an exception, of course,
but an anti -motor -boating device is not
often, used . here), and so a slightly different 'Unit is suggested.

THIS PICK-UP
BUSINESS

*

From A Correspondent.

IAM just an ordinary listener, one who
waits until a new thing has really caught

on and then decides it is time he tried
it for himself. Thus it came, about, that
after much persuasion I managed to extract a
gramophone pick-up out of an expert friend.

20,000 ohms, but this is not always
sufficient to stop the trouble, and I

Having handed the instrument to me, he
asked on what set it was going to be used.
I explained it was an ordinary " det. and one
transformer L.F." with plenty of H.T. and
a modern cone loud -speaker. Imagine my
surprise therefore, when he said :

filter instead.

electrical pick-up then," and holding out his

Using a Choke.

True, the same type can often be used
if the resistance is reduced to 10,000 or
personally prefer to use a choke -capacity

The second of the two units you see in
the photos was made up on these lines, and

"There's no point in your using 'an

hand continued, " so you might as well
give it back to me."

That an increase in H.F. amplification

Some curious effects met with in the construction and operation of radio
sets, and what they indicate. From A CORRESPONDENT.
THAT in using condensers with ebonite
or bakelite end plates with screened grid H.F. circuits the set is liable Jo

is brought up to them, even though the

to decide

difficult

whether it was really better than the
gramophone itself, but some cheap records
Were certainly clearer, and others decidedly
more mellow.
The Pick-up Prefered.

"

-

At this point in the proceedings, the

tage, and we can compensate for the drop by

Unloaded Output Circuit.

feeble music.

It was certainly

does not require a high vol-

receiver.

go into oscillation when the hands are

performance.

This unit uses a resistance instead of a choke, and so drops the
H.T. voltage considerably. It is therefore of most use for the

on a cork fixed to the baseboard of the

valve holder. As I traced, the wiring out
I felt sorry' in a -superior mariner, for the
absolute novice attempting a similar job.
We now started the motor going, placed
the tone arm in position, switched on the set

the loud speaker, easily up to the radio

able.

whole choke can conveniently be mounted

pick-up was not a -suitable size for the

pletely overlooked. Just a twist of the
knob and good volume poured forth from

and this is not always desir-

The ends of the windings are secured by
means of a little celluloid cement and the

gramophone out and prepared for the worst.
Snag number one, the rubber fitting on the

In the excitement this had been com-

the voltage on the valve,

making efficient supports for inductances
in short-wave transmitters and receivers
That an efficient short-wave choke can
be made by winding 36 -gauge D.S.C. wire
on to an ordinary chemical test tube.

Arrived home,, we-that is, myself and
otheri members of the hOusehold=got the

on the table.

valves. but a difficulty arises
here.
The point is this we
have seen that a resistance capacity type of filter drops

glass without the possibility of their slipping
over the ends.
These glass rods also have another use in

416)

back with the pick-up to admit my set
could not deliver the goods, when my
eye fell on the volume control standing

use, another device is needed:

thing hard, what enable? the halyards
and the aerial to be fasteeed ,on to the

beyond those handled by a gramophone
were - essentials if a pick-up were to be
appreciated. Nevertheless, he told me to

So this was the end of the performance
I thought, and imagined myself crawling

smaller set than the one in

;but by pushing, the glass reel against some-

speaker capable of reproducing frequencies

and-from the next room came very, very

be the ease with a mains unit
originally designed for a

at Woolworths' for 6d. can be cut in half,
the ends heated till soft and then bulged

Ho also explained that a set and loud

We Start Experiments.

sound a rather troublesome business, but,
of course, it will very rarely be necessary,

That glass towel rails make very efficient
aerial insulators. An 18 -in. rail obtainable

(such as a moving -coil) were necessary. -

terminal.
The best place to put the unit is generally

This one unit will, as we
have seen, cure most ordinary cases of motor -boating,
but where it proves insufficient, .as may sometimes

It does not matter
in the case of the ordinary
detector, because this valve

However, having got hold of the instru-

go ahead and see for myself. He was
partly right but mainly wrong, as the

in the lead to the last valve. This may

1059

ment I intended to try it out for myself,
although my friend explained that a set
capable of handling great volume, and a
loud speaker of the super -quality type

The method of using this type of unit is
also just the same as before, but it should
perhaps be pointed out that you will probably need to break into the wiring of the
set to get in 'series with the H.T. lead to
either the first or second L.F. valves. The
reason is, of course, that these are usually

provided with a common H.T. positive
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master of the house walked in and on the
spur of the moment we decided to " kid "
him. Although he recognised the tunes
immediately as being similar to some of
our records, he thought they were really
coming over the wireless.

The scratch noise apparently was not
sufficient to attract attention. Not until
the fifth tune did he " twig " what was
happening, and amid much laughter he
came into the control room to look into
matters.

The next one to be taken in was the
young lady of the house, but she was
naturally more cute, and we only got as
far as the beginning of the second record.

Well, that was that ! I certainly intend

to pawn my present soundbox to get an

electrical pick-up.

And what fun we had.
Yes, I think I must most decidedly invest
in one of these gadgetS, somehow or other,
for although I have not a super set, they
undoubtedly hold many attractions as far
as I am concerned.

brought up to the two tuning condensers.
This is owing to the fact that the body is a
conductor, if a poor one,' of electricity and,
therefore, introduces capacity coupling
between the two condensers when the hand

spindles be connected to earth.
That a large condenser such as used in an

H.T. eliminator will hold its charge for
many hours. Even if short-circuited immediately and so discharged, it will be
found after another half hour has elapsed
that a further spark can be obtained from
it.

This is owing to the fact that the energy

in a condenser is stored in the dielectric,
and what is known as " dielectric absorption " takes place. After the condenser
has been discharged this absorbed energy
is once 'again liberated, owing to the
reduction -in potential, and a further
discharge is then to be obtained.
That genuine. 27/42 Litzendraht is made
up in a peculiar manner. If sou examine
it you will find that it is made of three main
strands. Each of these strands consists of
three further strands, which consist of three
single wires laid together. If the wire is
merely a number of strands twisted together
and not made up in this particular manner

it is not genuine Litzendraht, and it will
not give you the same efficiency when used
for winding an inductance.

hardened, while in the case of copper it is
annealed or softened.
That a ribbed former need not necessarily
be more efficient than a plain former. The
losses are chiefly due to the presence of the

dielectric within the field of the coil, and
not to the fact that the wire is lying on its
surface. At the same time a certain extra
amount of efficiency does result from the

use of a ribbed former, but the

ideal

arrangement of course is to use a skeleton
former, where the total amount of dielectric
is reduced to a minimum.
A Peculiar" Fault."

That the gettering on the inside of a

valve may often give rise to trouble from
instability owing to its capacity to external
objects. In some cases part of the electron
emission from the filament may fall on the

gettering and charge it up,
and produce all kinds of in-

comprehensible effects.
That -it is usually the most

is often to be obtained from a screened -grid
H.F. stage, when using somewhat inefficient
coils. By reducing the screen voltage. this
brings the valve on to the negative characteristic of its curve, and so introduces a little
regeneration or natural reaction, which
boosts up the amplification obtained.

That a faulty moving coil in an M.C.
loud speaker is generally indicated by
extreme unsteadiness of the milliammeter
needle on output, which previously left it
completely steady. This is due to a short
occurring between layers in- the coil. which

has the effect of reducing the impedance,

and, therefore, reducing the load on the

output valve. '
That you can demonstrate this fact very
clearly by short-eircuiting the loud speaker
in the output circuit of your set, and watch-

ing the milliammeter needle, which will
now be found to kick violently, whereas
before it was steady.

-

I once spent three hours on a receiver

trying to trace trouble either in the set or in

the eliminator through a fault of this
description.

It wasn't till I put the moving

IN A PERSIAN STATION.

obvious faults in a receiver

that are the most difficult
to trace.

Short-circuited
condensers, broken windings,

and so on, are usually easily

trace d.

But when you

forget to connect your lowtension battery, or leave
some of the wander plugs out
of your high-tension battery,
forget to put the aerial on, or

forget to connect the loud

speaker, then it usually
-

Avoid Stray Capacities.

That when using R.C. valves with very
high anode resistances in the neighbourhood
of 1 or 2 megohms it is most important that

the stray capacities in the anode circuit

be kept down to the lowest possible value.
Even a small addition of capacity is sufficient to by-pass the higher frequencies thus
resulting in woolly or muffled reproduction
of speech and music.
That ,haed-drawn copper wire or sheet

may be ioftfted- by heating it to red heat
and plunging it into cold water ; the result

of doing this to copper is exactly the

reverse of what happens when it is done to
steel.

takes about half an hour to

find out what's wrong.
That when running a -set
off an H.T. eliminator, which
is only just capable of d(Vlivering the full anode cur-

The staff and the generating Plant at' the Persian Radio station sues.

rent required by the set,

coil -on the. " bridge and found that its
resistance was 600 instead of 1,500 ohms
in the eliminator begins to hum loudly. It that I traced the trouble.
is advisable Oat an H:T.elirrilnatoe should ., That there is gsnerally. quite -a. definite
be capable of supplying nearly twice the difference in potential between an earthed
current actually required by the set, especi- D.C. main and the earth on your wireless

speech and music will be overlaid with a
queer burbling noise, while the transformer

ally if the set is a big one, and the output
stage consists of big valves taking heavy

In the case of steel the metal is current.

set. 'This may be anything from 5 to 40

volts, depending on the condition of your
line the load carried, and so on.
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"The bass notes and the drums, on which so much
attention is concentrated nowadays, were found to be

reproduced in the Amplion ' Lion' in a more natural
fashion than by some of the coil drive speakers I have
heard, while the notes in the middle and upper registers
were always pure, and represented accurately the tonal

quality of the instrument producing them."

AMPLION

"LION" CHASSIS
"CRYSTAL," who wrote the above, is the well-known
wireless expert and critic of the anchester Evening
Chronicle, from which paper the extract is reprinted.
His high opinion of the New Amplion's qualities is shared,
by critics, experts, musicians and listeners everYwhere . .

Mr Ernest Newman, the eminent music critic, writes of
the "astounding results" obtained by Amplion. " I have
had greater pleasure from listening -in than I have ever
had before, he says. Dr. N. W. McLachlan, the famous
authority on loud speakers, says : " The New Amplion
Lion' Loud Speaker reproduces sound better than any

other loud speaker now on the market ". . Everyone
is agreed on Amplion's supremacy. Amplion means
better reproduction, better Radio.
.

STANDARD CHASSIS
L.14 (14in. Cone).

Height 174ins.
Width 17iins. Depth 8iins.

There is no limit to the

£6:0:0

utilised to accommodate
the New Amplion Chassis.

POWER CHASSIS
L.18P (18in. Cone). Height 21iins.
Width 21iins. Depth 101ins.

8:0:0

The complete Cabinet Models in the New Amplion
range are obtainable in a wide variety of designs.

at prices ranging from £9 10 0 to £42 0 0.

Catalogue from all Radio Dealers or from Graham Amplion Ltd.
LONDON:
MANCHESTER :
GLASGOW :
25126, Revile Row. W.1. 10,Whit worth St. West.

Works: SLOUGH.

ways in which
existing furniture can be

'irony

618, West George Et

Here, for instance, is a
book -case in which the
Chassis will fit perfectly.

Or that old chiffonier, used
nowadays for storage purposes? Why not remove the
door, fix a neat curtain,and
make ahome for Amplion?
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DO YOU WANT REAL MUSIC?
IF SO,
Let us introduce you to the The SQUIRE CONE

Which, used in conjunction with The TRIOTRON

CRADLE (Chassis) and CONE KIT as shown below

BALANCED ARMATURE REED UNIT

or

BLUESPOT ADJUSTABLE UNIT
AND FITTED IN THIS CABINET

Makes

the finest loudspeaker

it is

possible

to

construct for any receiver. Complete loudspeaker
can be made in less than one hour.
D on tae
k our wor,
d b ut as k a f ri en d wo
h
has made a loudspeaker
from Squire parts and one
P
of the reed units mentioned above what he thinks
of it 1

Size of Cabinc
201 in. by 20:": in.
by 10 in. deep
approx.

No backboard, to
avoid box effects in

reproduction.

Cabinet can be

supplied with fret
65 inch dia. or for

Squire No.

97

frame.

Please quote size

when ordering.
When a cabins,
ordered

is

with any

particular set of
it will

parts

be

understood the fret

has to be of

same diameter
the

it

cone,

the
as

Pay us a visit-it will pay YO U.

unless

is otherwise

stated.

£30,000 STOCK.
YOUR SHOPPING LIST
Squire No. 97 Cradle

..

(And front Plywood Board

s.

12

..

Cabinet as ilKstrated ..

6

s.

Squire No. 97 Cradle
12
Squire 91 in Cone Kit
2
Kabilock Cabinet (W &T.
Lock)Oak,23 6, or Mahogany 27
Blue
Spot
Adjustable
Unit
25
.

2
25

6
0

(Our own make)

Triotron Unit ..

PARTS

d.

as shown above at top)

Squire 9} in. Cone Kit

ALTERNATIVE LIST OF

.. 17 6
Total cost of parts .. £2 17 6

Total ..

d
6
6

6
0

13 7 6

Whatever your requirements-We have it,
Remember!

PEARL & PEARL,
65 & 66, HOUNDSDITCH,
LONDON.
('Phone : Avenue 5138)
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LECLANCHES
An Article for the
Economist.
By

H. W. DEAN.

THERE must still bo many people who
do not use valve -receiving sets, for
the simple reason that they are out of

to recover or " recuperate." If placed under

reach of facilities for charging accumulators.
This, in many cases, means that a wireless set

proverbial stone since the depolariser cannot
deal sufficiently rapidly with the accumulation of hydrogen bubbles about the positive
carbon rod.

cannot be used at all since the crystal

cannot provide strong enough signals to
make it possible to listen to broadcast

transmissions with any pleasure. Or, again,
it May happen that the crystal does pretty
well, but that loud -speaker reception cannot
be obtained owing to the difficulty of using
valves.

Two Alternatives.

There are two possible ways in which
those who live in remote places may give

themselves all the joys provided by the

valve set without the use of accumulators.
The modern dull -emitter valve requires a
very small amount of heating current for
its, filament, the average nowadays being

only about one -tenth of an ampere as
against three-quarters of an ampere or

more for the old-fashioned bright valve.
There are probably no parts of the
country in which an efficient three -valve set

consuming about one-third of an ampere
of filament current will not provide loudspeaker reception of ono or more stations
and telephone reception of a very large
number.
Now one -third -of an ampere is an amount

of current that can be supplied not only

from an accumulator or secondary battery,
but also from a properly -designed primary
battery of suitable size. The two possible
methods, then, of heating filaments without
an accumulator are to make use either of a
dry or of a wet primary battery in place of
an accumulator.

a load of, say, a quarter of an ampere for
an hour or two, its voltage falls like the

In order to enable a Leclanch6 cell to

deliver such current for several hours on end

without an appreciable fall, the depolariser
must be especially effective, and there must
be plenty of it. In other words, instead of
the porous pot of the commercial Leclanche
cell, a very large sac filled with depolarising
compound is required. Again, the little

zinc rod of the standard cell will not do.

In order to reduce the internal resistance of

the cell and to provide a large metallic
surface for the electrolyte to act upon the
zinc must assume a cylindrical shape stir rounding the sac and the carbon rod.
A Difficult Problem.

Recently, certain manufacturers of wet
cells have devoted a good deal of attention

to the problem of producing large cells

capable of delivering a fairly heavy amount
of current for long periods on end without
showing a big drop in voltage.
Only those who have done any work upon

the chemistry of the Leclanche cell can

appreciate the difficulty of the problem to bo
tackled. It has, however, been very success-

fully dealt with and the writer has just

TIGHTENING TERMINALS.

-

The containers of the cells are glazed

earthenware pots with a capacity of abet' fa quart apiece. The tines are cylindrical in
shape and the sacs are very large. The test consisted in discharging each cell continuously through a fixed resistance of 10 ohms.
A Thorough Test.

That is to say, at its beginning the cells,
Whose voltage was a little more than 1.5
each, were -delivering rather more than

'150 milliamperes of current.
The test went on night and clay until the
voltage fell to .75 for each cell, by which

time, of course, the current had fallen to
.

.

75 milliamperes. No cell in actual use will
receive such treatment, for it would be used.
only for three or possibly four hours a day,
and have twenty or twenty-one horns out
of the twenty-four in which to recuperate.
The continuous test, however, is a very
good one since it shows up as no other can
the way in which cells will stand up to a load.
and it finds out any weak spots in the al mou
of the depolariser.

The results were surprising. Under this
load, and with no rest whatever, the average
life of the pair was 1,324 hours. The
capacity of the cells, then, works out under
continuous load to over 100 ampere berm:.
and this would be considerably greater if the
load were intermittent. In other words, one
year's working with a single -valve set, ft orn

six to eight months with two valves, and
from three to four months With three.
At the end of the test the zines were in
pretty goed shape and would probably have
stood up to as much work again. The
electrolyte, however, was saturated and
the sacs were found to be practically done

The dry battery has several advantages.
is

cells designed for filanienf-heating purposes,
which have emerged from their ordeal with
flying colours.

pair should give, on one charge, over a

Dry Batteries.

It

finished a very searching test upon two

as fool -proof as any battery can

possibly be ; it cannot be upset and there is
nothing messy about it. On the other hand,
a dry cell to deliver economically -2 or -3
ampere must be of large size, and since at

for. This means that the first re -charge
will necessitate a new sac costing about

it is completely useless and must be thrown

also be required, at a cost of about 011,
shilling and ninepence. Assuming that a

five shillings, and two or three-pennywort h
of sal ammoniac mixed with water.
At the second re -charge, a new zinc will

least two are required for the work even
when 2 -volt valves are used, the expense
is considerable, especially when one considers that once a dry battery is run down
away.

pair of cells is used to ran a three -valve set,
and that re -charging is necessary every four
months, expenses over two years work out

The ordinary type of wet Leclanche
battery that is used for working electric

at an annual cost of about 18s. 6d., or

bells is quite useless for filament -heating
purposes, for it is designed to operate only

for a few seconds at a time, and then to
have a comparatively long period in which

Showing how, with two pairs of pliers, terminals

can be tightened quickly and effectively.

is. 6Ad a month for filament heating, which
must be regs riled as distinctly economical
in the circurt.rtances.
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three feet square, in accordance with the
instructions accompanying the unit. The
results were excellent. The speaker was

FRO? THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK

found to be sensitive, and the response was

bright. Additionally, there was creditable

bass. We do not think that any amateur

buying one of these units and fitting it up
in the specified manner but would think
that he was getting results out of all proportion to the cost.

A NOVEL SWITCH.

In these days of simplification of panel
layout there is real room for a component

R.1.-VARLEY MAINS UNITS.

ONE thing is certain, and that it is that

the R.I.-Farley H.T. mains units
conform both to the safety regulations

the years, and the surprising thing has
been that by no mans a vast percentage
have been really gold.

of the nature of the Junit Multiple -Contact
Switch produced by the Junit Manufacturing
Co., Ltd. This component actually embodies in one moderately compact single -

hole -panel -mounting unit a filament on -andoff and a wave -change switch. Turning

the set on and off, and switching from
long to short wave -lengths, can be accomplished with the one knob.
By pushing this knob in and out the set

governing such devices and to the most
ambitious of set users requirements. We
are referring specifically to type AY7 for

can be switched on and off. The wave change is effected by giving the knob

D.C. mains, and AY8 for A.C. mains, samples
of which we were recently sent for test. The
D.C. model provides four H.T. tappings ; pos-

itive 1 makes available a range of 50 to 150

volts, there being a knob on the unit for
giving this adjustment. Positive 2 gives
50 volts, 3 gives 85, and 4, 180. This is
when the unit is used with a 220 -volt
supply. The maximum total current is

Traders and manufacturers are invited
to submit radio sets, 'components and
accessories to the " P.W." Technical
Department for tests. All tests are
carried out with strict impartiality

under the personal supervision of the

100 milliamperes.

Technical Editor, and readers are asked
this weekly feature is
intended as a reliable and unbiased guide

The A.C. model has five tappings, up

to note that

to 220 volts being available in the output.

In this case the total current is 80 milliamperes. The A.C. model also has one
variable tapping giving a range of 50 to
125 volts. Both models have renewable
safety fuses.

The units are compact and they have a
far more substantial appearance than
most. The workmanship is of course, of
usual R.I. standard, and this is tantamount to saying as good as can be. And
on test both units functioned exceedingly
well. The D.C. type was tried on mains
of unusual roughness and the smoothing
was found, even in these trying circumstances, to be ample.

The A.C. model operated equally satisf

ii.v.

as 'to what to buy and what to avoid.

minium umm munammai immin nimiumilliam 117
The A.C. Model R.l.-Varley H.T. Mains Unit,
with its cover removed.

a half -turn when it is in either position.

The pulling out and pushing in for the

swAching off and on processes can be carried
out on either wave -range.
The switch was designed. specially for
.

But the switch recently sent me for test

by the

Pioneer Manufacturing Co., of

Fulwood Place, London, W.C.1, is, up to
standard. It seems to have a number of
those points which One frequently looks for
in vain, such as self-cleaning contacts,

positive action, and so on. - It is of the
push-pull variety and designed for one hole panel mounting. The retail price is
Is. 3d.

LASSOPHONE LOUD -SPEAKER UNIT.

Mr. Lassman recently sent us one of his

Lassophone Double Reed Forked cone
units for test. It is. a large unit, and is

contained in a well -moulded bakelite casing.
On the back are two widely spaced terminals

use in the Mullard " Master Five " portable
set, and the. markings on its_ eight terminals
correspond to those specified by the
designers of the Mullard set ;

but the

switch can, of course; be adapted to other
receivers if desired..

It is a sleek, well-made article, and its
multiple contacts are of a self-cleaning,

positive character. There can be no confusion between the two switching operations,
for. the -set can be switched on and off
when you have switched over to either

waveband, the wave change in no way
affecting the filament circuit.

in between which is the adjusting device,
.this being in the form of a brightly nickelled.

milled knob.

Three holes in the kind of
back plate enable the unit to be mounted
easily.

From the front projects the stout -rod

for fixing to the centre of the cone. Access to

the interior of the unit is easily obtained,
as it is only necessary to remove one nut
-The

R.T.-Varley Mains Unit for supplying H.T.
from A.C.

PIONEER BATTERY SWITCH.

Practically every modern valve set employs a battery. switch, and small though

this item is it is an important one, For

one thing it does as much work as any other
component, and its potentialities as a

trouble -maker are just as great. I have

come across a very great number of different

makes of battery switch in the course of

and the casing comes away.

Having removed this, the meaning of

" donble reed forked !:** becomes apparent.

Instead of a single reed or armature, there
arc two reeds separated by about half an
inch.

The one operates right inside the gap

of the. magnetic circuit and the other outside the core. The construction of the unit

is sound and everything

is on

robust

lines.

We fixed it to a semi -free -edged cone

mounted in the centre of a baffle board

The

J11:: it

Multiple -Contact

Switch.

.
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wonderful new
Ic-14-111111A
Transformer with

a marvellous perfor.
mance on the lower
tones

The Cossor L.F.Transformer gives
new realism to the reproduction of
any Receiver. It gives even ampli-

fication of all tones-from the roll
of the drums to the piping of the
piccolo. The wonderful reproduction of the famous Cossor Melody
Maker is largely due to its Cossor
L.F. Transformer. The Cossor
L.F. Transformer will give better

results in your Receiver-see it
at your Dealer's.

21!

Price
The wonderful

NEW

Made and guaranteed
by the makers of the
famous Cossor Valves

ossor

L.F. TPANSFORMER
alL C. Como Ltd., Highbury Grove, London. N.S.

M

2116
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All Manufacturers'
WIRELESS GOODS
advertised in

"POPULAR WIRELESS"

can be obtained

to

Ecutoriai Commusucations to be addressed

'the : Editor,POPULAR WIRELESS,

Tailis Mouse, *.i.11Lis Street. London, E.C.4.

BY POST from YOUNG'S
a note of your requireC.O.D.end
mentsus
and goods will be dispatched

The Editot ',I'd'

Om; g,,t.

TRY THESE LEWCOS
LITZ

-

-

COILS

WOUND

IN YOUR
" COSSOR MELODY MAKER.

-

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.
AN ELIMINATOR PRECAUTION.

M. , R. S. (Goodmayes, Essex).-". To. toll

the truth, I am nervous of using the H.T.

from the mains because I understand the H.T.
positive is earthed, which means that in 'the
event of a condenser breaking there might be
a rather serious bust-up. Is.there a really safe
way of arranging the aerial -earth connections
in such a case ?

Ref. MAC 5,

Ono of the main safeguards Is to use good quality
condensers, as if this is done there is very little likelihood of a breakdown occurring here. To make it
doubly sure you can adopt the following plan, which

230-550m. 7;4

Ref. MAC 20,
1000-2000m. 8,'6

will giVe a very thorough insulation of the set from the
mains..

Ref. MAR 5,
250-550m. 7/6

Ref. MAR 20,

ANODE
COIL

1000-2000m. 8;6

Q COILS
COLVERN ALL -WAVE 17/6
LEWCOS 21/ -

SIX -SIXTY COILS
COLVERN 32 6 Per Pair.

YOUNG'S SPECIAL 66 Volt
H.T. BATTERIES 3,11
POSTAGE

EXTRA.

200 -Page Catalogue Free.

BLUE SPOT UNITS

SPECIAL
66a

..

.

65k

.

First of all, use an " inductive coupling," which
means that neither the aerial wire nor the earth wire
need be connected to the set at. all. Instead of con.
netting the aerial lead to the grid circuit of your first
valve, connect, it to a separate coil placed close up
against the grid coil.
To the other end of this extra coil let the earth wire
be connected, by means of which arrangement the

energy collected by the aerial will be transferred
from one coil to the other without aerial or earth lead being connected to the set at all.
In addition, for safety's sake, you should use the
good -quality large condenser in the earth lead as
-

TANGENT 17 6, FINSTON 17/6

1710

25/ -

YOUNG'S
Note Our Only Addresses:

40&41 STOCKWELL ST.
GLASGOW
Telephone, Bell 2419
Telegrams, "AERIAL," GLASGOW

to consider articles and

be

photographs dealing with atl .'subicets appertaining to
work-.
cannot accept responsibility
for'mariuscriplp and photos., 4ttery carp will be taken to
retnYn
not accepted for Publication.: A. stamped
and addressed envelope' must' be sent with every article.
All inquiries concerning, advertfeng tides,' etc.. to be
addressed to the Sole, Aire News; Jahn It.
Lae, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Nan; iLondyn.
,- The bOnstftwtional -arlfrles tOjack 'appear lean
time to ti:nte .in. this jonewetl are -tyre outcome of
...,.' research and expCnitnentat week carried nut with
. n item tb improving the technique,' of treeless
avers. 'As much of thet-inforniation given In the
of this. paper concerts, the most recent develop ti ions
in fitie +Willa world, sonic of the arrangements and
specialities described may be the subject of Letters
\Patent, pmt -the amateur-an7 the trader would be wets
adtsist4 to obtain permission of the patentees to use the
patents before. doing so.

,-- l,ot pay the

per return

recommended for. all eliminator work.
, Yet. rfnottier precaution can be taken consisting of
.

a similar condenser (it need not, be so large in
this ease, but flu insulation should be good) connected in series with the new aerial coil. That is to

sat', connected between the aerial lead and the aerial
coil, which is coupled to the first valve's grid circuit.

In this 'way not only is the aerial -earth circuit

separated from the set itself, but it is protected both
when it enters and leaves the house from any danger
due to the proximity of mains.

THE REGIONAL SCHEME.

Nr. Wolverhampton).-" What is meant by the regional
" INTERESTED "

(Wihlenhahl,

scheme of broadcasting, and when is this going

-

technical Piobletris -that this Daventry ExPerimental
station was started. Veltudele,:eXperienc6 gained in the

operation OfDavaitty 5 G B has enabledlhe

now to gal -ahead with the first of tIm regiolud broadCaiting -stations..
The site chosenfor this is on the Broaktrian's Park
Estate, not Virtioin Baruch on the (TOO -North Road.
,

Here the new London station, Nrhich*ill.come into
operation sonic time this year. is heiagbuilt, and it
will be the first twin -wave -length high:power station
of its kind.
TRe station will p0, -es, two different adrials and
will.'simultaneolisly transmit .tlito afferent programines, on two different wave -lengths
Other

" P.W." TECHNICAL

QUERY DEPARTMENT
E.:

is Your Set " Going Good " r

Perhaps some

E appeared, and

E=
.-----

mysterious noise had .4
ie

spoiling your radio

..-

.,..s reception 4- Or ono of the batteries E
= seems to run down much faster than =
E formerly 1-Or you want a Blue Print ! s
Whatever your radio problem may be. =
remember that the Technical Query E

E Department

to

is thoroughly equipped
assist our readers, and offers an

=

E unrivalled service.
Full details, including scale of charges, E

can be obtained direct from the Tech. s
nical Query Dept., FOrorAdt WIRELESS, =
The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street. E
ti London, E.C.4.
IS

A postcard will do : On receipt of this an =
Application Form will be sent to you
free and post free immediately. This g
application will place you under no
obligation whatever, but having the

=

formation we require to have before us

E.

form you will know exactly what in
in order to solve your problenis.

'F.

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111HH11111111111i11111111iii

to start ? "

stations of the same type arc being planned in different

The regional scheme of broadcasting was put forward by the B.B.C. about it couple of years ago as a
suggestion for improving the broadcasting service
to all British listeners.

out two different programmes.
Although the work -has actually gone forward to the
degree indicated above, the scheme is still somewhat

As you know, wireless is comparatively a new thing,

and so, when the first B.B.C. stations were erected,
there were very few other broadcasting stations on
the continent of Europe. Nowadays, as any sensitive
set will tell you, there is an immense number of powerful stations on the Cohtinent, and programmes from

parts of the country, the idea being to cover Britain
with a network of high -power stations each sending

in the experimental stage, and latest news of the
regional scheme will be given week by week in
" P.W." as it becomes available, on the " Latest
Broadcasting News

page.

these stations can be heard clearly all over the

ADDING R.C. TO THE "EMPIRE " TWO,

close enough to a wave -length of a B.B.C. station
there is mutual interference between the two and
the programmes arc spoilt by what is called " heterodyne interference." To meet the new conditions
which have arisen here and on the Continent, and to
provide listeners with better value for their licence
money, the B.B.C. suggested that British broadcasting should be distributed not as at present, but

' Empire' Two, which was the set described

country.
If the wave -length of such a broadcasting station is

by a smaller number of higher powered stations.
The main principle of the scheme has been approved

officially, and it was with the idea of attacking the

T. N. 0. (Glamorgan).-" I made up the

in the Christmas Number of POPULAR WIRE-

LESS, but as I had made up my mind to have
a three -valve set when I could afford it, I got a
larger cabinet than was necessary and thought

I Would do with the two -valve at first as I
wanted to get a little experience of the short
waves.

(Con!inued on page 1070.)
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RADIO DEVICES
A good circuit deserves the best components. Make- your selection from

the Igranic range and be sure of

satisfaction and maximum efficiency.

IGRANIC
MEGOSTAT
Variable High Resistance.
nvaltniMe for volume con-

trol by the high resistance
potentiometer method, and
for use as a stabilising re-

sistance, variable grid leak,
etc. Gives very smooth,
even control.
:;o,000, 300,000 ohms, I and 5 megohms.

Price 6;- each.

-the Speaker
that litres!
Whatever goes into the microphone, comes

through absolutely naturally on the Blue
Spot 49 Loudspeaker. No matter whether
it is the top note of the piccolo, the deepest
thunder of the organ or the middle register

of the voice, you get unalloyed tone without
distortion. Reproduction is perfect-and this
amazing speaker, obtainable from all leading
wireless retailers, costs only £2 2 0
The secret of its success is the Blue Spot 66Z
Driving Unit, capable of handling great
volume without distortion, and pleasing results can be obtained with low H.T. values.
It can be obtained for home constructors as

a separate unit, price 1 7/6

For those who own sets of 3 valves or more we
recommend Blue Spot Speaker 59. Price £4 4 0,
with 66K unit capable of handling any output.
Price of unit alone, 25,1,

IGRANIC
WIRE -WOUND

SHIELDED
RESISTOR

Recognised as essential for satisfactory and silent operation of resistance -capacity coupled circuits. Shielded to
prevent interaction. Made with resistances of 20,000,
50,01)0, 80,000, 700,000, 730,000 and 250,000 ohms.
Prices from 2,9 each. Holders 1,6 each.

IGRANIC

H.F. CHOKE

The self capacity is so low that the
1GRANIC H.P. CHOKE may be
used for the lowest broadcast wavelengths, whilst the high inductance
makes it suitable for reception up
to 3,000 metres. Easily inserted in

a small space.

CHOKE, for wavelengths of so -So
metres. Price 2,-.

Send for COMPLETE LIST No. R 109
containing full particulars of all
IGRANIC RADIO DEVICES.

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED
204-6 Great _Portland Street, London, W.1
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales: H. C.
RAWSON (SHEFFIELD &LONDON) LTD., too LONDON ROAD,
SHEFFIELD; 185 PRINCESS STREET, MANCHESTER

" Ideal Blue Spot Cone Speakers are sold under full
protection of the patents owned by Standard Telephones and

Cables andthe Hopkins and Lektophone Corporations."

Price only 5,',

IGRANIC SHORT-WAVE

sIGRECTR

IC
E Lo..Ltd.

CALNIC

\ON D(r''
Works BEDFORD
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AERIAL COIL ANODE COIL -

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

7/6

8/6

(Continued from page 1008.)

(Prue. Pat. 29215,, 23416:23.)

I am now quite an expert with these and can
get American stations with almost dishearten-

ing regularity, so I should like to try now

adding another valve.
What I had in mind was a resistance stage
added to the present set, and I have on hand

a '01 fixed condenser mica, an anode resistance, grid leak, valve holder, etc., so if you
can give me the necessary wiring in words, I
A screened -grid
.r

think I can make a good job of it. As the set is
good and strong at present, I have got a power
valve for the last stage, and I suppose I shall
have to increase my grid -bias battery 7 "

ultra short-wave set

able of tuning in the world's shoa-

.ive stations for 16'-. (postage qd. extra)
the cost of the

1

Yes, you will need higher grid bias when you get
the power valve going, and we advise you to use as
much ILL as you can manage. If you look at the

S.R.S. Ultra Short -Wave Coils
for the
New Cossor "Melody Maker."
as with each set of coils is given full

operating instructions and valuable shortwave hints, and' a special department is
available to every Cossor "Melody Maker"
owner, ready to answer any question or

give you free advice and best service.

Thesocoils embodyunigue features exclusively.

The only two coils that cover the whole

short -ware band.

'Five to over 100 metres.

Beautifully made and finished.
Send for Descriptive Folders to Sol. Thsi;ners
and Manufacturers,

STOREHOUSE RADIO SUPPLIES
54, UNION ST , PLYMOUTH, DEVON.
The Firm that made ultra short-wave recep-

tion possible on the Original Sesser " Melody
Maker " and now lead the way with the New.

Overall Diameter 101 in.

valve -maker's curve for the power valve, you will see

the number of grid volts that are necessary for use
with the high-tension voltage that you are going to
employ.
Having purchased a suitable grid.bias battery

Not only do you get this, but

FAILURE IS IMPOSSIBLE

D,ameler of Cons 71 in.

THE GOODMAN

"SPIDER CHASSIS & CONE," 16/6
(as used in the P. IV. Purity Cone-Dec. 2: ad. Issue.)

you can then connect up as follows. First of all mount

the valve holder in a suitable position on the baseboard, arranging tire holder for the anode resistance
near to it. Close to the grid of the valve holder mount
the '01 mica condenser and grid leak.
You will require an extra RT. terminal. Label this
" 11.T.+" and then join the anode resistance to those
wires which now go to the loud speaker positive and
negative terminals. (The loud speaker, of course, is
disconnected from these. and two other loud -speaker
terminals are provided, near to the new H.T. positive
terminal.)
Having Inserted the anode resistance across the
points which previously went to the loud walker,
connect that end of the resistance which is now joined
to the plate of V 2 to one side of the new coupling
condenser '01 mfd. The other side of this condenser
is joined to the grid socket on the new valve holder
and also to one end of the grid leak. To the other end
of the grid leak is fixed a llsxible lead which plugs
into the grid -bias battery at the required negative
voltage.
One of the filament terminals on the new valve
holder is taken to the lead on the old set which at

Exclusive Features.
Can be used with any Unit on the market, regardless
of make.

The Chassis consists of coirectly designed, highly
polished, sturdy aluminium castings.

The Cone is

of the Goodman Seamless variety,
manufactured under Letters Patent. Alternatively
a cut out Cone, Leather suspensions, comprising kit
recommended by P.W. (Dec. 22nd), can be supplied.

By reason of the exclusive doping proceises employed
the Seamless Cone actually improver with age. Two

minutes constructional work only, and you have a

wonderfully efficient Cone assembly, ready for mounting in cabinet, or to a bailie board.

SPECIFY AND INSIST ON GOODIVIANS
AND
AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT

(Continued on page 1072.)

Lrcr ort rrVft.

OODMAN
C27 FARRINGDON St LONDON. E.C.4

Teleshene : City 4472

":"3"BROLDER

TRANSFON

.13 NI ICI N17.1,1

Building a Set ?

%to
Insure Your Valves for 116
Yourbest policyis to useBenjamir. Vibrolders

throughout your set. They insulate the
delicate filament from every shock and
vibration, and make perfect contact with
any type of British four - pin valve.
From the valve -leg sockets to the terminals is one jointless spring oh phosphor

bronze while all meta' parts
are air spaced.
Price 1/6
1,500 Oen Rcniamin valve holden are already in use

Then be sure of

obtaining the best
reception and instal "TELSEN'S,"
the Transformers
that are renowned

for maximum
amplification and
tonal purity.
Ratios 5 - r or 3 -

Shrouded

and with
Detachable Feet.

Entirely British and
guaranteed12 months.
Sold by

117 1.7 cless

Dealers everywhere.

ELECT RIC LIMITED
Brentwood Works, Tottenham,
Loudon, N.17.

TELSEN ELECTRIC
Co., Ltd.,

207, Aston Road,

BIRMINGHAM.

RADiOGRAN

1 2/6
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Making a New Cabinet ?
If so, stain it with Johnson's Wood Dye and
be assured of 100% perfect results.

JOHNSON'S WOOD DYE is the standard for
all woodwork, furniture and floors where a per-

manent, penetrating stain is required. It is easy to
use, does not show laps or streaks, and penetrates
so deeply that scratches cannot reveal the natural
colour of the wood. Johnson's Wood Dye dries

Vcoi\301

Win./

in four hours and brings out the beauty of
the grain without raising it. Makes inexpensive
soft woods look as' artistic as hard woods.

JOHNSON'S
WOOD DYE
For sale by Woodworker Supply Stores
and all Ironmongers from 9d. up. Is
made in 18 beautiful shades.

Write for FREE descriptive price list

Lotus

and particulars of JOHNSON'S WOOD
DYE and JOHNSON'S WAX POLISH.

Vernier

Dial. 418.

BUY A 9d. TRIAL SIZE

You will be pleased with results.

S. C. JOHNSON AND SON LTD.,
Dept. P.W.), WEST DRAYTON, MIDDLESEX.
MAKERS OF JOHNSON'S WAX POLISH.

Lotus
Variable
Condensers.

High-grade
QUEEN

ANNE

Troia 51'.

STYLE

FICURED OAK CABINET
Height 3 ft. 3 ins. - Depth 1 ft. 3 ins.
For Panels up to 21 ins. X 7 ins.
Baseboards up to II ins.

£5 . 5 . CT
.
Packed Free.
Carriage Paid.
Prices of other sizes in proportion.
Manufacturer of all types of wireless

cabinets and furniture. of every description.

Lotus Buoyancy Vales
Mtnla turf
Holders.

Illustrated fists free.

and Standard Types,

1/3 to 119.

GILBERT,
CABINET MAKER,
SWINDON.
Estimates Free.

-..

Estd. 1866.

SILENT
ELIMINATORS
The secret of obtaining powerful, silent,

Lotus

Dual

TVarit

Coil, now made with

lid, 15/, 16)8, 21/'.

and enduring results from the H.T. or
L.T. Eliminator you are about to build

depends entirely upon the right selection
of tV component parts,

Success with SC:PRECISION Powar
transformers and chokes is a guaranteed
certainty.
Specify them and you

follow the lead of thousands of satisfied
Customers.

Write, 'plion, or Cal

F.C. HEAYBERD 8E -Co.

How to Wild your own Eliminator
inexpensively is explained in the new
list 935. Any outpu500 vt'obolts.table
ina
from
2 volts to

919, Talbot court, ma.stchea,p,

(One minute from Monument Underground Stat'on.)

Made by Garnett, Whiteley & Co. Lad.,
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road Liverpool
l.au s
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National Physical

(Continued from page 1070.)
present joins the grid -bias positive and the two valve

Laboratory Test

TO PERFECT RADIO

filament sockets together, and:. which also goes to
earth, etc. The other filament socket on the new
valve holder is joined to the lead which connects
L.T. positive to the remaining .two filament sockets

Report shows

In addition to their own extensive range.
PETO-SCOTT offer YOU Every Known

Finally, join up the plate socket of the new valve
holder to one of the new loud -speaker terminals
(negative) and then join the positive new L:S. ter-

Breakdown-8,000v0its

minal to the new H.T. positive.

Radio Receiver -or Component-all on

EASY TERMS

This completes the

wiring.

The Pete -Scott Easy Way at last solves your

Radio difficulties. -Every article known in
radio to -day may be obtained on Easy Terms
from Peth-Scott, and all leading makes are
Stocked. In addition, the Easy Way also is
available for all kits of parts for -Home Con
struction of sett advertised by leading valve
makers and .publications, and all " Popular
Wireless" sets: - Here are a few' examples:
COSSOR MELODY MAKER. / Send only
10'-,batance in I monthly instalments nf 14'7.0
MULLARD MASTER THREE Star. Send
only 10/e, balance in I I monthly payments of 15/3.
LEADING MAKES- OF H.T. ELIMINA-

AMATEURS TRANSMITTING ON TEN
METRES.
" INTERESTED " (Croydon).-" Can you tell

me if any of the London and district amateurs
are transmitting on ten metres ? "
Many of the London amateurs have been experi-

menting with transmissions on this new wave -length,
the most prominent among them being G 2 F N,
G 2 K F, G 2 N H, G 2 0 I), G 0 H P, LOLL,

I

G 2 C X, G Q B.

TORS from 4/7 down and balance in I I monthly
payments of 4/7.

PROVIDING A CHOKE OUTPUT.
R. P. C. (Brussels).-" I have become

.

ULTRA DOUBLE ACTION AIR COLUMN
LOUD. SP,EAKER. Sead only- BA balance
in

possessed of a low -frequency choke and I

I

11

Mail this coupon now in Id. stamped envelope.

To PETO-SCOTT Co., Ltd.,
77, City Road, London, E.C.I

Please send me your big illustrated lists.
Name

a choke output filter in conjunction with a large

P.W. 26; I

Address

of several microfarads, but generally one mfd. will
mfd. will give
results, although the quality is not so good as with

62, HIGH :HOLBORN, LONDON.
4, MANCHESTER ST., LIVERPOOL.
33, WHITELO-W RD.. CHORLTON-CIINHARDY, MANCHESTER;

serve; and, at a pinch, even a

(Continued on page 1074.)

Felling & Lee, Ltd., Qucensze.iy Works, Pondrs End Middr.

balance in

only 11/., balance in I I monthly paimenta of 11/..

fixed condenser.
This condenser should, preferably, have a capacity

BELLINOLEE
ri
TERMINALS

.

AMP -LION LION LOUD SPEAKER. Send

one capable of carrying the plate current of the last
valve without introducing too much resistance, and
without saturation (20 henries is a suitable value). If
it is a fairly large and heavy choke you can try it as

different engravings.

monthly Liayrnents of 8 3.

CEIVER. Send 'only 12 3,
monthly payments of 12/3.

Yes, we certainly recommend the adopting of choke
output, provided that your choke is a fairly " hefty "

tant our type ' M' terminal at
is ideal. All types made in 36

I

I monthly payments of 13 4.

PHILLIPS 2 -VALVE A.C. MAINS RE-

can tell me the correct position for this. Am
I right in thinking it is better to use a choke
output than to connect the loud speaker direct
in the plate of the last valve ? "

ments where insulation is not impor-

I

BRANDESET 3. Send Only 13'4; balance in

should like to use this for a choke output if you

But Belling -Lee terminals proved
equal to the terrific test and
rel used to ," short circuit." Belling.
Lee
bakelite insulation was responsible for this remarkable
achievement.
It will
pay you to
buy these
terminals.
Type ' B,' 6d. Smaller insulated
model, type R,' 3d. For instru-

tV

-

on the, valve holders, etc.

LARGE

e ALUMINIUM
CRADLE FRAME

THE NEW

BULGIN MULTI -COIL
Tke cfwice

of critics

(Patent applied for.)
ALL WAVELENGTHS
FROM 250 TO 550 METRES

COVERS

AND 1,000 TO 2,250 METRES

BY OPERATING

A

ANDCONE KIT
No. 97 15/

A Plywood Clamping
Washer included with

each com-

For Various Balanced
Armature Speaker Units.

plete set.

PUSH-PULL SWITCH.

The Franie is ready to take Blue

Spot, Triotron, Bullphone and
G.E.C. Units, &c., which are
secured rigidly and DIRECT to
ALUMINIUM CRADLE or
CHASSIS. Setting remains constant and speaker will take full
output from set without chatter.

Scientifically designed in
accordance with modern
practice, wireless experts
in all parts of the country

are unanimous in praise

CRADLE FRAME

of this New Unit. The
and
smooth control of reac-

range,

selectivity

ONLY, ready

ous units -

popularity.
It is centre tapped on both ranges

and entirely dispenses with plug-in
coils. Used with great success in all

Designed to give easy access to adjusting nuts on Driving Rod of unit.

PRICE

15'6

CONE KIT,

Suedlin Segments, 1 Card
foc3

A. F. Bulgin & Co.,

."I'

RADIO MANUFACTURERS
'Phone : HOLBORN 2072.

comprising

1.1f in. Kraft Diaphragm
(forming 91 in. Cone), 4

" Hartley " Circuits. One -hole fixing,
EACH
and only 3 terminals to connect.
WAITE FOR OUR SPECIAL MULTI -COIL LEAFLET

9, 10, 11, CMsitor Street, Chancery Lane,
LONDON, E.C.4.

2 t6

to receive vari-

tion have won instant

4.
41

The Finest Reception can be obtained

from the " Titan" Three with this
type of speaker.

FREDK. SQUIRE

Ring, all cut to

size ready
mounting

f o r 2f6

-

INSIST ON THE GENUINE

SQUIRE CONE KITS, IN
LABELLED ENVELOPES
Guaranteed Mooing Coll
Speaker

Resemblance.

24, Leswin Road, Stoke
Newington, London. NAG
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COI LS

FOR BETTER
RESULTS

Or

OS° NEW

EVERYTHINGIfOuldnaVantee
ge.e. ELECTRICAL

I0

No Acid to Spill

4:1122110

COSSOR

in the ENTIRELY NEW

MELODY

MAKER

Pk*

-

CIRCUITS.

o. TYPE

LOW TENSION

UNSPILLABLE

" GOLTONE " MULTI -STRAND ASTRA
WOUND COILS are superior to others
owing to greater self -capacity. Thus ensuring :

ACCUMULATOR

SHORT WAVE (250-600 m.) 1 0/- per pair
LONG WAVE (600-2000 m.) 12/- per pair
From all first - class Radio Stares-Refuse

with

Increased Volume, Improved Selectivity,
and added range of reception.

If any

Substitutes.

6

Radio Catalogue
R.1 1

9 A/

London Depot :
5 & 6, Eden St.,

1vd.5 aids

sent FREE on
request.

enclosed in

Hampstead Rd.,
N.W.I. 'Phone:
11 viurt 4o.32:3.

"if0i01/5110

PlkDITTON

plates totally

direct.

difficulty write

SOLID

EUREKA L.F. TRANSFORMERS

ELECTROLYTE

DON'T BE CAUGHT-NA PP ING--NOW IS THE TIME TO
BUY REALLY FIRST-CLASS EUREKA TRANSFORMERS.
We have no old stocks to dispose of, every instrument is of 1929 manufacture
Being the
and supplied with a " Money -Bask " Guarantee if dissatisfied.
actual makers we are able to supply ANY model.

The Ideal Accumulator for
PORTABLE SETS

NOTE OUR PRICES compared with usual charges :Concert Grand let Stage
2nd

let

Baby

2nd

Ratio

(4-1)
(3-1)
(4'5-1)
(3-1)

OUR PRICE

10/6

9/6
8/8

Old Price

21/-

21i -

Post Paid and Guaranteed Perfect.

13'6
12,6

Cat. No.

As good as EUREKA TRANSFORMERS have been our 1929 Model is
infinitely BETTER and with our REDUCED PRICES it is IMPOSSIBLE to
get better VALUE FOR MONEY. REMEMBER-Out-of-date components are
often VERY EXPENSIVE even as a GIFT. DON'T DELAY-Try One, or Two.

0.480
2 volts

Remittances To -day --Goods Delivered To -morrow.

If you have an old EUREKA TRANSFORMER which is beyond further

20 amps.

service, let us fit our UP-TO-DATE winding, IT WILL PAY.
'Phone:
17.310 Ft BOW .Bc 14026,
-Sole
Manufacturers : 63, Shaftesbury St., London, N .1. Clerhenwell 7139.

L.

(actual)
PRICE :

25-

SCOTT'S ALL -WAVE EBONITE TUNER

Price-.......-Now ONLY 1 316 Post Paid
Constructional De,..."
tails.
/Wound with green silk I
wire on a polished

ReP.W."
Test
port, May
12th.

.. On test we found
this unit covered the
range
wave -length
olaimed-i.o..180.2.000

metres - reaction con.
trol being quite satisfactory throughout. It
is nicely mado. more
robust than t h e
majority, and can only

parts. Size, 41 ins. a
51 ins.
Supplied

.--

I

send direct to the mann.
orderrers.
Cash with
or O.O.D. All
orders despatched same
day as received.
------ -- - i

S. W. SCOTT & CO., 67a, Lothian Road, London, S.W.9.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

IN ANY POSITION

Sold by all

rd instructions.eale
your

not stock this Tuner,

rziga: AmaWorld," Oct. 1.0th.

'

wiring

plate

economical

at 15/.."
A similar report was
li
1...
teur
Wireless
16th, and

with

diagram, drilling tem-

regarded as an
proposition

be

GUARANTEED
FULL CAPACITY

ebonite tube; switch 1
and variable reaction ;
combined;-nickei plated I

'Phone: Brixton 1504.

Wireless dealers

MADE IN ENGLAND
111116.

,monsmineaairggiti

of The Genera! Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Ktogswny, Lou,k,n IV .C,2
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A

Better

(Continued from page 1072.)'.

Terminal

-

t he larger sizes. The connections are very easily
...,
arranged:
All that is -required is to connect the low -frequency
elnike across the terminals which at uscseut carry. the
loud -sneaker -leads: ' The loud speaker ;leads_ should

-

- be disvimected and joined up to nett terminali.'Ond of these new Z.S. terminals shotild be joined terminal
to the L.T. negative. The remaining
shopld be joinet- to one side of the now.flxed condenser.._ TI,te otter side of this new liked condenser
should be joined,to the wire which now connects the
plate of the last valve to the low -frequency -choke.
.

CIAX

PANEL
TERMINAL

.

.Qn switching oilyou will find that lour loud speaker

4°

is fed from the set: &en although it is in series with
the largetixed condenser, and the whole of the plate
current of the valve is now passing through the L.P.
choke. Do not -forget that, owing to the removal of
the_plate current from its winding, the loud speaker
nia.y.recriire readjustment when fitted to the choke
circuit.

_

gives excellent contact and makes assembly
easier. Is highly nickel -plated and improves

WAVE -METER WORRIES.

-

-

Better in mans ways. It takes Spade, Pin or
bare wire connection quickly and gives perfect
contact. Has polished insulated knob with
metal inserts. The non -soldering wiring device

(Northumberland).-" A
friend of mine sent me a home -ma -de wave.
meter for a Christmas present, but L think he
G.

C.

the appearance and performance of any receiver.

BLYTHE

CLIIC

SPADE TERMINALS

has made it a bit too strong. When I switch kt.
on, although I cannot hear it by ear, of can only

" Clix " Spade Terminals are far
ahead of all other makes because

just lieap it when listening carefully, it gives

the patented Bridge Wiring Chan-

nels and Shank Slot present the
most effective and convenient
means of wire attachment ever

rise to a very lo-ud sound in the telephones and
is not _sharp.
"Instead of only just being able toilet -wit on
the wave -length to which it set, I- can hear
it quite strongly about a third of the way down

Made of best brass, and
obtainable either nickel -plated or
lead -plated for accumulators. Red
or Black Insulators. Obtainable
in two sizes suited to all types of
Screw Terminals.
devised.

- the dial, and very, very strongly at the point
where the set comes into tune. it is too strong

to be of much use in searching for distant
stations because it does not give an exact

PRICE 2d. EACH
Ask pour dealer or write for the Clix Catalogue

wave -length, but only an approximation. Is
there any way of toning it down ? "
Apparently the whole trouble is due to the fact that

ENGINEERING

PRECISION Bestriding the Tyne like a Colossus, this

you are standing the wave -meter too close to your
set. Try taking it out of doors altogether or placing
it a couple of yards or so away from the aerial.

way in one span, a perfect example- to
Newcastle-and indeed the world-of the

Probably you will find that, if placed thus, the
reading obtained will be quite a sharp one but, if
necessary, you can alter the' distance from the
aerial so that the actual position' of the wave -meter is
convenient for use and adjustment, and it transmits
at a convenient strength into your receiver. When
loosely coupled in this way a buzzer wave -meter

No less worthy examples of craftmanship

THE LOW -TICKING FRENCHMAN.

Infinite care and accuracy, and a flair for
turning a good design into a perfect one;

A. S. (Greenwich).-" As I am learning to
speak French I am interested in these trans-

inspiring new bridge leaps the great waterskill and precision to be found in twentiethcentury engineering.

are to be found in the products of J.B.

have raised J.B. precision instruments to an
unassailable position of good repute.
The J.B. New type Slow Motion Condenser
(Ratio 4o-1) is really a wonderful job. The

height of the Vernier Knob and Dial is

less than that,of last year's, model, but the
new arrangement provides remarkably
convenient control, and is vastly improved
in appearance. Completely enclosed in
dustproof mechanism-a. real protection
from accidental damage. Tension of friction
mechanism adjustable. Absolutely silent on
short waves. Every possible precaution has
been taken to prevent wear.
Prices : S.L.F.
Prices : LOG.
-0005 14/6
-0005 14/6'
.00035 13'6
-0003 13/6
-00025 13'.00025 13/1)0015 13, -

-00015 13/ -

'

generally affords a very sharp and satisfactory indication of the wave -length to which the receiver is tuned.

missions, and recently I came across a new one
which I should like you to identify, if you can.

The wave -length is almost exactly that. of
Goteborg (before the Brussels alteration).

London, S.E.z.

Telephone:

lisp. 1837.

No. RD 29
Solid Ebonite. Highly Finished.,
Two size
Perfect Insulation.

plugs and sockets so that it
impossible to insert

plugs in. reverse .
Or by insured post 2/3.

1

is

a

Of all high -doss Radio Dealers, or
Sole Makers:

JEWEL PEN CO., LTD.,
Radio Dept. 46,

TRADE

MARK

RED DIAMOND

211, Great Sutton St., London, E.C.1

was bad, as usual, in this part near the Aver
here), I noticed that in theintervals between
speech there was a very low ticking clock. As

YES: WE WILLm!

although I could not catch the words (jamming

the strength of reception was quite good I

swim

SUPPLY YOU WITH ALL COMPONENTS

TO MAKE YOUR OWN SET ON NB

EASY TERMS:

should like to listen for thia 'station, if I can
find out who it is."

Apparently you heard the -new Moroccan station,
Radio -Maroc Rabat, which has recently been sending
programmes In the evenings 'on a wave -length of

(Continued on page 1070.)

EVERYTHING. WIRELESS

COMPONENTS FOR ALL "P.W." CIRCUITS
NEW COSSOR MELODY MAKER
MASTER THREE *, ETC.
M

MAKE YOUR OWN HIGH TENSION

COMPLETE SETS OF ANY MAKE
LOUDSPEAKERS, H.T. UNITS, ETC.

II
WE
CAN
ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING WIRELESS a

RADCROIX

BEST MONTHLY TERMS
a
QUOTED BY RETURN
CASH ORDERS Waal Li
"P.W." STANDARD LOADING COILS 7/6 ea.

COMPLETE KITS Ok' PARTS SOB:

Call at our Showrooms, or post your list Of

Plains Unit Components.
Guaranteed output 200 volts 30 sties.

el.ivt. of Jackson Brothers, 72, St. -Thomas' Street,

...E
a
a
"RED DIAMOND"
WALL PLUG

After Goteborg had switched off the other
night I heard this Frenchman talking, and

ELIMINATOR AND ALL -POWER UNIT.

PRECISION
INSTRUMENTS

7..ECTRO /LIDT3C LTD.

254. Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W .1

6 Variable Voltages £2 17 9
All-PowerA.O.Unit 12 Variable Voltages 83 18 6
D.C. Unit
6 Variable Voltages £1 .8 6
Battery. Charger, complete with valves,
charging rate 2 amps
121 15 6
Wiring Diagrams free. State A.O. or U.C.

'`From your dealer br:Orent trans. -

THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS COMPANY.
1.0A TarriClerkenwngdonell ca H. London, 11.0.1.
Telephone:

5312.

GOODS SENT CO.D. "BY RETURN.
requirements,

The P.D.P. Co., Ltd.,

(Dept.P.W.), 1 2 1, G HEAPSIDE, E.O.2

.n

II 111 Telephone : City 9846.

BM

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS 4
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

Popular 1L'irti

Junt', y 26th,

1920.

1'.1e,

CONE UNIT
Exactly as fitted to our
Cabinet Cone Speaker

Guaranteed to give results equal to the most

expensive Loud Speakers yet made.

Full constructional details
with each Unit.

"i!,,,^EISFACTIOpf
co NRANTEED

01

or xnoney,
efunded I

A valve set

and a

GRAMOPHONE
ATTACHMENT

3 in 1 Set

Reduced from 32 6 to 15 solely as an advertisement
or the famous Bullphone

The PIONEER SET of CHEAPER RADIO

Nightingale Loud -Speakers.

Cobalt Magnet guaranteed
for all time.
With 4 -inch Diaphragm,

Instantly converts your own Gramophone into a full powet Loud -speaker,

giving a wealth of pure, undistorted
volume which must be heard to be

AS

FITTED

TO OUR £6

POST HORN

believed.

BUY ON

EASY
TERMS

loudspeakers

The

The famous Loewe Radio Multiple

Valve used contains Three Com-

plete Valve systems in: ONE valte.
and all the necessary coupling

elements of a 3 -Valve set.

Seci-Lms

itur

PRICE
£3 - 3 - 0
Royalty
Paid

(Coils not
included)

Complete .with

Loewe Radio
Multiple -Valve, type 3 N.F.

Special cable with wander Plugs

and Spade Terminals attached
ready for connecting to H.T.
and- L.T.

A marvel of ingenuity and

efficiency, giving loud -speaker

results of excellent volume and
purity.
CASH

Use a LOEWE RADIO CONE SPEAKER

or 51- deposit

andllinonthly
payments

M

5/-

21 in. high with r4 in. Bell,

Mahogany finished with
and stand.
plated arm

Send Deposit

NO W !

with your Loewe Set for retaining the full purity
of reproduction and a clarity that is unexcelled.
Artistic appearance. Silk front. Mahogany finish.
The finest loud -speaker 50,
value obtainable at

Obtainable !bough all dealers.

.

.

For illustrated leaflet arili

Obtainabiefrom your Local Dealer or direct from :-

The Loewe Radio Co., Ltd.,
38, NOLYWELL _LANE. LONDON
opiimmommmaananaziminit

4, Fountayne Road, Tottenham, London, N.15
Telephones : Tottenham 391113912
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Finished in black or hernia -

fully grained mahogany.

(Continued from page 1074.)
414 metres. Although situated in Africa the station
announces in French and follows the usual French
procedure; Morocco, of course, being under French
proteetiOrl.

AN ALL -WAVE H.F. UNIT.

It is regrkted_ that owing to a shortage of
space the article giving 'further Aetails of the
All -Wave H.P. Unit--deseribed hi last week's
issue of Port -Lan WIRELESS-haS unavoid-

ably been held over tfo Make room for -the
important article by the Wehilical Editor on
'
"Film Talkies by Radio."
Constructors of the AlbWave H.F. Unit
however,
find
and all others interested will
the article in next week's issue of " P.W."
THE SUPER SET.

S. M. G. (Northampton).-" My straight

three -valve set has been such a success that
this time I am going to construct a super four,

ItqWori,
about buqm9 a
new Set when
for 12/6 you can
make qourpresait

Set as selective
as the most
modern receiver
No matter what type of set or aerial you may
have, the "HARLIE " WAVE -SELECTOR
will definitely cut out the unwanted station,

bring in stations-home and foreign-clearer
and with greater volume, and also bring in
stations hitherto unobtainable.
This ingenious device, which caused a sensation

at the Manchester Exhibition, is selling phenomenally and is producing astounding results
in all parts of the U.K. Numerous testimonials
have been received and these can be seen on

request.

41" high, 31" diameter. In finest grade black
crystalline finish throughout.
NO ALTERATION TO BET-JUST PLUG

AERIAL INTO SOCKET PROVIDED. FULL
PARTICULARS ARE GIVEN.

,g 100 Guarantee.
If the "Harlie " Wave -Selector proves unsatisfac-

tory, and [is returned to us within 7 days of
purchase, your money will be returned in Intl,
providing it is purchased direct from us. A

similar arrangement can be made with your
dealer:

2 MODELS SUPPLIED

(a) Normal Waveband, 200-700 metres
(b) High waveband, 700-2,000 metres.
Please state model required when
ordering.
If

unobtainable, either model win be sent on
receipt of 12/6 or per C.O.D. upon receipt of

postcard.

valver; What I had in -mind was two screened grid high-frerruenty valves; detector and pentode, so Can you give me a good circuit for
these ? "
Although we can give you a circuit of this kind, we
would very much rather not do SO, for when dealing
with screened -grid and pentode valves the amplification obtainable is so high, and considerations of lay-

out, circuit and H.T. values become so important

that only an experienced set designer could build up
such a set from a theoretical diagram with any prospect of successful reproduction.

The fact that you have had several sets up to
three valves going well has probably given you

sufficient skill and experience to enable you to tackle
Williiii1111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111M111111111111E

A FREE BLUEPRINT

The "Titan" Three
is being preSerited to " P.W."
" readefs With
-

NEXT WEEK'S "P.W." E
Tti11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111H11111111111111111111111111E,

a straightforward ordina:ry font-valver with every
prospect of success. For instance, if you had a neutralised H.F., detector, and two L.F. (say, resistance transformer coupled) stages, We .should expect you to
have no difficulty.

The case is entirely different when screened -grid
and pentode valves are introduced. Even with a
complete theoretical diagram, with all necessary H.T.
values, etc., we expect you would find the greatest
difficulty in getting quality reception, and your best
plan is to watch POPULAR WIRELESS, " Modern
Wireless," and the " Wireless Constructor " for a
full description of a set which meets with your requirements as regards range and selectivity ; or, if

inexpensive
Watch PIT Brownie's latest triumph in
artistic moulded Bakelite-" The Dominion
Vernier Dial." Special non back lash slow
motion drive gives fiery accurate tuning.
while the action will fit any condenser and
the new design of the dial will enhance the
appearance of every set. See this latest
Brownie production at your nearest radio
dealer.

BRcussNIE

" DOMINION " VERNIER DIAL

The BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) Lid4

MORNINGTON CRESCENT, LONDON.

`\`Af

N.W.t*

ir*NrIct

is a capital
Table,Vice

wiRiLE0woRK

It gives a Wireless Constructor a workshop in a

moment-anywhere. Rigid,
British Made throughout.
Fitted with accurate steel
screw, detachable unbreakable jaws. Ample clamp
clearance. Jaws: Width -' Opbning to screw
accurate, finely finished and

sr clearance to screw r i". Price 319 3t3..St free.

Supplied also with detachable White metal
Grips, see " x," to hold.rods and screws without damages Price complete with Grips 6,1post free. Cash with Order. Money refunded
if not fully satisfied.
Trade enquiries invited.
-

you like to give us further details of the requirements
you have in mind, we will recommend a set fulfilling
these.
We will, of course, supply a theoretical diagram if
you wish it ; but, frankly, we would rather not do so,
because we'are certain that it would cause you more
trouble than pleasure inthe making.

Direct From the makef'

FITTING A FUSE.
D. C M. (Bristol).-" My chum has had the
nasty experience of burning out three valves,
so in ordento.prevent anything of the kind on

The first firm to supply Wireless parts on easy
payments. Five- years advertiser in "Popular
Wireless." Thousands of satisfied customers.

my xet.Lwant tQ put in a fuse, and I understand

that I

can-

use a flashlamp bulb for this.

low-consumptiOn flashlamp bulb be
quite 0.15::; and if so where do I insert it ? "
A low -consumption flashlamp bulb of the type
you mention is quite O.K. to act as a fuse In such
circumstances, on account of the fact that it' will

HARLIE BROS.,
%Awn Road, Lower Edmonton, N.9.

wire:and this should be broken and the fuse inserted

Dept. C,

accufate and

of an outstanding receiver

blow before enough current flows, to fuse the valves
if the H.T. supply is aceidentally shorted across them.
It is very easy to add such a fuse, the best place for
it being between the H.T. negative and L.T.-megative
tenninr,ls.
If you examine the set you will probably find that

"HARLIE" WAVE -SELECTOR

neat-

these two are joined together by a short, straight
in series here

The STAR FOUNDRY Co., Lid.,

Vice Manufacturers, BILSTON, Staffs.

EASY PAYMENTS-

Send vs a list of the parts yon require, and the payments that will suit your convenience and we will
send you a definite quotation. Anything wireless,

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Ot. Portland St., W1.
'Phone M.eum 1414.

fi-.

WET H.T. BATTERIES sows all H.T. Troubles.

SELF 'CHARGING,

SILENT,

ECONOMICAL,

JARS (waxed) 2,1" x 14" sq. 1/3

ZINCS, new type lid. der, SACS 112 dos.

Sample dos. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, , 413, post 9d.
Sample unit. ed. Illus. booklet tree.

Bargain list tree.

AMPLIFIERS 30/,

2 -VALVE SET gi.

P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,
STOCKWELL, LONDON
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BUILDandOPEME in

ONE EVENING.
Obtain a Broadsheet from your
dealer and read why you should-

Completely Screen the Grid

EXTRACT FROM
LETTER RECEIVED.

recently assembled one of year
Screened Grid Three Wireless Sets, and though
I have been a Wireless enthusiast for many years,
long before the days of the British Broadcasting
Company, and have' tried hundreds of different
makes of Sets, I have never had such satisfactory
results as I obtain from this comparatively
inexpensive Set.
I find the volume and purity remarkable.
All the chief Continental Stations ,Fom 'n
at good strength and remarkably clearly
"

have

The above is one of many
UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS.
Send post card for FREE FULL-SIZE
LAYOUT PLAN and wiring instructiolv.

THE FORMO CO.,
Clown Works, CRICKLEWOOD LANE.

files ADVICE FREE

toe al
BUY THE EASY WAY, a SMALL FIRST
PAYMENT BRINGS PERFECT RADIO INTO YOUR HOME NOW

I

LIST OF

CA BINETS
FOR ALL THE

POPULAR CIRCUITS
MOVING COIL AND
CONE SPEAKERS

Established

before broadeastinp started in this country. we are able to
give advice that is sound knd of inestimable value.
A FEW OF OUR WONDROUS OFFERS:

CELESTION C.20 oudspeaker, 8/9 now and 919 monthly.
BROWN MOVING COIL loudspeaker, 15/6 now and 15.6 monthly.
COSSOR MELODY MAKER KIT, complete with valves in maker's
sealed carton, 13/3 monthly.
DUNHAM A.C. MAINS UNIT, output 150.v. 20 m/s. £5/1816, or 10/ now and 10/- monthly.
DUNHAM LONG-RANGE 3 VALVE SET, in handsome cabinet with

Send this coupon for free copy.

compartments for all batteries. LEGAL PROOF given that actually

0 STATIONS OA/ LOUD SPEAKER
are average results obtained With Screened-Orid, and Pence -do Vaives. Batteries, Loudspeaker, eta. Cash £21, or 4716 now and 26/. monthig.

Constructor's Envelope this set, 2/9 only.
DUNHAM DE LUXE ALL -WAVE MULTI -RANGE TWOVALVE
CABINET
SET. for all wavelenellis, Ullversum. etc. NO COILS it EQUIP ED.
Complete, £9/1010. or 16/- monthly. Your own set taken in fart payment.
Order from your Dealer
if be is a Dunham Agent.

einewtftwAnt.AwAiw.

.

GS

.

NHAiti
-iv

'

Elm Works Elm Park.
Brixton Hill,
London, S.W.2

Anewwwwvvvvvvvvvy>

TO CARRINGTON MPG, CO., LTD., CAMCO WORKS,
Sanderstead Rd, South Croydon. Tel.: Croydon o623 (a lines).
Please send me lull details of the " Moving Coil " and other
Cameo Cabinets.
Nettm

Address

107S

This modern
method of radio
set construction
overcomes

ALL difficulties !
4

cfrooiln,taoe

.....

*

4- 4- 4-*

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.
By W. L. S.

1

THE past week or so has seen a great
improvement in the general condi
tions for short-wave D X reception

from all parts of the world, and it is to be

hoped that the abnormally long spell of
really bad conditions that we have been
experiencing ever since last June or July
will be amply compensated for when
things get into their stride again.

condenserse

wiresanTa
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terminals-COIVIETE

The outstanding feature of this particular spasm of good conditions has been

the great number of signals from Asia,
whence they

a 3-VALVE RECEIVER

are usually very scarce.

Those interested in amateur C.W. recep-

/11--

tion will doubtless have heard by now
V S 1 C B, a British ship at Hong Kong.

EVERY YAM SET

USER NEEDS A

WAT E S

He comes thiongh night after night at

good strength 'on 41 metres or so, his best
time being about 6 p.m. G.M.T.

Then there are the little crowd of active

NO radio set constructor can afford

to disregard the efficiency and
simplicity of the Baseboard Unit,
which eliminates all the uncertainty of baseboard layout and
wiring. Incorporating Valve

Sockets, Condensers, Transformers,

etc. The whole unit is surrounded

by a metal case which acts as
a screen.

Prices :

2 Valve Transformer, 37/6
3
3

,,

50/-

IS

23/ -

R.C.C.

All Lamplugh
Radio pro.

ducts are

guaranteed
for 12
months

LAMP:NW GG Oil
(P1 01101:11M1 " Lamp Loo ")

stators in the Philippines, another new
station, P K 4 A Z in Sumatra (Dutch
East Indies) and X W 7 E F F off Singapore, the latter being an American boat.
I have heard several faint broadcasting

stations on the 20 -metre band which I
have not been able to identify, but when
I get my new set with two stages of screened -

grid going, I hope that I shall never have to
make this confession again I

An Australian reader

is

VIM may have a baseboard full of componentsBUT. you cannot hope to obtain really perfect
QUALITY in reception unless you have that perfect set control ensured by accurate Volt and
Amp. readings! All you want is a Wates Meter.
With its three readings on one dial feature it
has en immensely wider range of usefulnessyet it costs no more than single -purpose Lustre.
ments. Obtain one now and let it reveal what a
world of difference lies in the expert handling of your set. Obtainable from your dealer or direct.
complete with explanatory leaflet.
Stocked by Haltord's Stores. Curry's Stores and
all Radio Dealers.
READINGS :

-0150 VOLTS.

my remarks some time back about a friend
who lights an electric lamp in another bedroom (in a remote part of the house) when
he switches his 10 -watt transmitter on.
He asks for full details.
Well, " W. H. C." I am sorry if I misled
you, but the phenomenon referred to was
an entire accident ! My friend was not at
all pleased with himself over the business,

as, if he wanted to burn the midnight oil
over some transmission stunt, he suffered
badly from the other phenomenon known
as " domestic Q R M." owing to, the undesirability of having one's bedroom light
sending Morse at one when one wants to

the entire broad-

wonderful station, and better than any

teur Radio Set
Builders. Covers

nice bouquet to 5 S W,. which is, he says, a

cast wave -band
from
250.2,000

other S.W. station he has heard.

the change. Circuit diagram is
with
supplied

12/6

86

.1

............
,,,,,

Crystallised black
Fully guaranteed.

VOL,

THE STANDARD

ForMWom,,m,illiari

O

.

so

5.500

WET BATTERY

Co. (Dept. P.W.),

184-188, Shaftesbury
Ave..

LONDON,
W.0.2.

Mutt. tIP% Orin
M.B.

WHAI'S WANTtD & ADVICE TO INVENTORS "

pout INSTITUTE OF PATENTEES (INC.)

8d. tree (Dept. 10) 89, Victoria St., London, S.W.1

Another reader calls me to task about
my remarks on " AV 2 X A D " as being
the correct call -sign for the well-known
American. He informs me that they have
been

calling

Here the EELEX
gnomes are demonstrating the

themselves "W2XAD"

many connections

for months !

that can be made
to an EELEX
TREBLE -DUTY

Sorry, but I so seldom listen to him for

Send for full particulars, lists, etc. from

more than five minutes that I haven't

S. A. LAMPLUGH LTD.,
King's Road,

very long time.
5 S W ought, of course, by the terms of
the Washington Conference, never to

Tyseley, Birmingham r

PRICE

Success of 5 S W.

An ideal Aerial
Tuner for professional and ama-

Switch to effect

Res. 6,000 ohms.

00-0.

I

The only explanation I can offer is that
somewhere or other in the wiring of that
particular part of the house circuit was a
loop that was resonating at approximately
45 metres. The same gentleman hands a

metres, only requires Push. Pull

06 VOLTS.
-030 MILLIAMPS.

4ir

interested in

sleep !

THE
QUALITY
TUNER

It%

VOLT -AMP

:RADIO TEST METER

A Peculiar Phenomenon.

TERMINAL.

heard him give his call -sign at all for a
allude to himself as anything! but " G 5 SW."

The "G" is part and parcel of the call -sign.

40,

Write for the new

There are 40
different tops
and 6 colours.

Eelex Booklet 7.73

I J. J. EALSTICK
& SONS
Eelex House.
118, Bunhill Row,Chiswell St., London,E.O.3,
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CORRESPONDENCE.

4

CUTTING CONES

4

HOUSE FOR
K. RAYMOND LEADING
KITS
of Parts
See weekly Advts.

27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2
Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.

CRYSTAL RECEPTION -

A "P.W." LOUD SPEAKER.

This address is at the back of Daly's

Any list of components over 25 - quoted
for at a special price, where possible.

WE ARE OPEN

WHY BUY EXPENSIVE

Theatre, 'Phones : Gerrard 4637 and 2821.

Letters from readers discussing interesting and

topical wireless events, or recording unusual
experiences, are always welcomed ; but it must
be clearly understood that the publication of
such does in no way indicate that we associate
ourselves with the views expressed by our

ALL DAY EVERY DAY Hours 9a.m. to 8p.m.
ALL DAY SATURDAY Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
ALL DAY THURSDAY Sunday morning 11-1

correspondents, and we cannot accept any
responsibility for information given. -EDITOR.

SEND ORDER. PAY
POSTMAN. U.K. Only),
Must be over
value.

CUTTING CONES.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir -I, being a reader of your paper, have
commenced to construct the Loud -Speaker No. 3,
the " P.W." Chassis Model. I wish to bring before

you, In the hope that you put it before your readers,
an Idea for cutting the cone.
Take a strip of Meceano and in one end put a piece
of 2 B.A: screwed rod, pointed at one end. Fix

ONOs De
ALL WAVE
H.F. UNIT.
"P.W.," Jan. 19, '2.

0005 Variable, with S.M.
Dial, 8/11; L.T. Switch,
1/3; Valve Holder, 1/3;
Coil Stand, 1;3; .0003.

U.: 1 mfd, 2/6; Neutro-

dYne Condenser, 2/-;Leweos

H.F. Choke, 9;8 (20/2,000
metres).

NOLD/NG 8047.5

2BA Poo

8 marked Terminals,
Clips, Wire, Flex .-401.
Per,
i

OPERATE
ft /81

this by means of a nut top and bottom. Next bend
the other end of strip up and lix a used razor blade,
forming a cutting knife. Then adjust the -gadget

to what size circle you require and, while scribing the
elrcle,the razor will cut the paper, giving a perfect circle.

fOr

Tours truly,

J. L. GRIFFITHS;

CRYSTAL RECEPTION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-lt is an amusing fact that, almost

Invariably, when a reader writes to " P. \V." on the
above Subject he preambles with information to the
effect that though the owner of a multi -valve set-, he
occasionally " plays about," or " messes with "
crystal, to entertain the kids, or kittens, or because
his grandmother is afraid of an explosion in a hightension battery.
May I, therefore, on behalf of less ashamed, or
apologetic crystal users, herald the fact that I
abandoned the valve for the " humbfe. crystal " six
years ago and that " since then " I have never
retnetted it ? I must add that this amazing act is
greatly due to " PAY.," which, at the time, published a
method of using two crystals as recliners. Unfortunately, this method was technically damned In a
following issue by a destructive critic. Six years'
test has, however, more than vindicated the " P.W."
invent -ion. The circuit in which the twin crystals
are employed has never been publish.al and never
will -because it is too good to appear true.
" GRAND KNIGHT OF TIM WHISKER."

A. "P.W." LOUD SPEAKER.
The Editor, Porctatt WIRELESS.
Dear Sir, -I am a regular readier of your journal,
but do not often write to praise your good work.
However, I have been following particularly

your designs lately on home-made loud speakers.
I have just made up No. 3 (December 15th) and
am really pleased with the results obtained.
I was not able to obtain " Kraft" paper, but used
" Bristol Board " instead.

First of all I tried four -sheet, but found it muffled
on speech ; then I tried the two -sheet and this

thickness seems to be perfect for both speech and
music, the quality being wonderful as used with
Het., 1 R.C. and one transformer -coupled set.
I used the adjustable Blue Spot unit and a sheet of
chamois leather for the suspension, the baffle hoard
of 4 m.m. plywood 151 in. square, and wooden
supports for the unit.
The whole instrument as made up I found to he
very sensitive and more than I expected it to be, and
.

I, believe it gives louder results than an A R 19 Horn,
and that is sensitive, as you know.

Thanking you for publishing such good designs.
Bristol.

Yours faithfully,

10)--.1

66 K (101)

Kit of Parts & Valves.
BOOKLET FREE.

A. N. MARTIN.

8

DO YOU WANT COILS?
WE HAVE THEM !
Now E.4 (5.0.1 pr. 30/ All -W. 4, B.B.C. and
pr. 20/ Base
Long Wave, no Base,
or.
Regional Receiver,
Standard 4, B.11.0.,
ea., 16/3; Long

P,mt.)de

B.B.O. nr 5XX, 316
ea.; B.B.C. in Lila
Europa II1Colls(with
set
loading coil)
Jamey special Threat,

A/ -

221

W.M.Tonchstone...pr. 30'

1'6
'

20/-; Bases

LEWCOS PRODUCTS

Aerial, 15;-. H.F.
Transformers, 21/, Touchstone, 30/- pr. For Pcn..c13 3, 0';p-r!a-pin Coils,

CYLDON CONDENSERS
-

FREE.

47 6.

COUPON. P.W. Jan. 26.
ONLY ONE COUPON ON ANY ONE ORDER

If you spend 25/- or more you can buy for
3d, extra any one (only) of the following:

S.M. Dial, 100 ft. 7/22 Copper Aerial, 12 yes.
Lead-in, Fuse and Holder, 12 Nickel Terminals,
60X Coil, B.F. Choke, Permanent Detector, Battery
Switch, 0003 and 2-ineg. Leak, 9 -volt Grid Bias,
Panel Brackets,' 6 -pin Coil Base, 100 It., Insulated
Aerial, Loud Speaker Silk Cord, 30 ft. Covered Connecting Wire, Ebonite Panel, 9 x 6, 12 yds. Twin
Flex, 100 fr. Indoor Aerial, Cycle Rear Reflector.

SPECIAL
COUPON.
(Only available at K. Raymond's).

POST or CALL with this coupon, and if
your order is £3 or over FOR 6d. EXTRA
you can buywhich
one ofrequired):
the following (state

2 nth]. Mansbridge Condenser; 0005 S.L.F. Variable Condenser; 4 in. Slow Motion Dial; 100 ft.
Silk Frame Aerial Wire; 0001 Reaction Condenser;
16 -volt Grid Bias tapped IF,; 12 yds. Extra Heavy
Double Rubber Lead-in; 5 -tray Batter/ Cord for
H.T. and L.T.; 10 Engraved Tel -annals (take plug
or spade), state names required.

DON'T FORGET THE COUPON.

Aluminium Cradle
Frame ; ready in/

only,

POSTMAN
comprising KRAFT PAY
despatch within
Diaphragm, CARD We
24 hours where posRing and Segsible. C.O.D. U.K.
mentS(yb post 3 1)
3 2/6
(short Wave).
W011/1,1 3

in. diameter; (it

standard coil

5

7, 9, 7/6

holders. 3.

set,

Send

I.,

list of 0 and ,..her

SIX -SIXTY MYSTERY RECEIVER
Hit of Specified Components:

Magnum Brackets, 2/6. 2 Lokvane -0005 at 10;6:
-0003 ditto. 9/6. 2 Fgraph Dials at 6/, 2" Plain
Dial, 1/6
50 -ohm Rheostat, 216. Neut. Con.' 41-.
of Coils,
S. Fil, Jack, 3/9. 4 Vibro V.H. at Climax
Ile. Klt,
" L.P.A.."
32/6. Sovereign H.F. Choke, 5/-.
Transformer. 25/-. R.I. Six -terminal s.r,.r.r.,

3 Anti-mobo at 9/6. 2 mid. Dubilier, 3,6; Do, 0003
and 2 meg., 5/-.

Paid.
.Total
£9. 10.Exceptional
9. Carriage
offeror Cabinet.
Add 1/- and
I will include 1 Best 21" x
7" Panel, Baseboard 21. x8
10., Strip 10" a 2'
Marked Terminals. Wander

21. x 7. x 10' deep,

for
above NIaliogany or Oak.
American Type. Dinged

Lid, grand quality, 15),
(With Parts only.)
SIX -SIXTY VALVES, 2 -volt, 4 -volt, 6 -volt in
stock. 3 at 10/6; 1 at 12/6 (Super Power, 15/.).
" Modern Wirelesx," Jan., 1929, has a Dill detailed
account of this set. Copy FREE with order (or

Pines. Wire,9 volt Grid Bias.

100, 150, 200,
C.T Coils, 40, 50, 50. 75, 3 6
10 r.; Frame Aerial
5.3 each. Glaaite, 10d.
Leads, 5 -way, 5/6;
Wire, 3:6 100 it. Battery
6 -pin Coils,
6 -way, 716; 7 -way, 816. Binocular
B.A.C.5. 10', B.A.C.20, 12/-; B.S.P.5, 151-; 20,
20/.; B.A.R.5, 10/-; B.A.R.20, 12/, Q Coils,

,

C. O. D.

SEND ORDER and

Free)

B.B. C. Coils, 35/-;
5XX
22/.

Triple Gang and Shields, £4,17,6; n
bill," 25/6; Synoratone for " /

SQUIRE

CONE KIT

(Plywoo., Clamping Ussiter

-

12 in. FREE
carriage paid.

guarantee exact pattern of front
panel but all good designs.

Complete Lot 15'-

251-

Coils.

2

BUCKRAM CONE

Similar to above but cannot

to use (post free) IL/

4'6
2/- M.M.3, B.B.0
5'6
5XX
7.6
Dual 31.3 Scar
31.W. 1928 solorlyne,
W. World ". Five,
B.B.C. or 5XX
set 45/Coils
45/ Loading
Selection Four, Coils,
Standard
' (as spccifted) 7'6
B.B.C. 24/6; 5XX "
D.C.Mains Three...set 72,
2/ 16/.; Bases
B.B.C.
Nevi. All -Ways Fear,
312xay.)v.
16/-; 5XX 10;6;
B.B.C. 1E03; 5XX
Wave, 20/.; Bases..
2 B.F. Everyman 4,

25f-

£111: 12 : 6.

All by approved makers for " A.W. "
X.W." and .. W.NV." Sets.
pr. 30/ A.C. Valve Receiver,
Everyman 3
Everyman 4
pr. 30/ pr.

I

Blue Spot

cni PLUS 21FREE WC,/ Wit. EXTRA

.

-

12111

p/

For
extra with parts I trill ineludo
Ebonite Panel, 12 x- 7, Ba,Moord. St !-ip 13 a 2,
T, rinInals, Wire. I s, ,t.B.,
PI -,;e.

EDGE To

Herne Hill, S.E.21.

CABINET

for above 30/-

POST

ALL ow CUTTING

your paper.

;

Mains Transformer

L.F., 8/6; '002 and '001 Lissena, Z 6 ; 2 Coil 'Sockets 2/6.

Trusting you will think this idea suitable

HANDSOME OAK POLISHED
SPEAKER CABINETS

TYPE H.T.1 84,'REGENTONE

'0005 Formo or similar, 8/-; 010 Switch, 1/3; '0001
Reaction 4/- ; Semipermanent Detector, 2/6; Sprung
Valve Holder, 1/3; LisSen Choke, 5/6 VVatmel, 6/s,
B.B. Neutralizing, 5/-; R.I. Varley, 15/-; Lissen

CC.4//0
..5TR/P

AT ANGLE ro

WESTINGHOUSE
METAL RECTIFIER

The 1929P.W.TRINADYNE
19 Jan. 'at.

A070.5 nweivrs

BLADE BOLTED

including

MAKE YOUR OWN.

Screen 7 x 6, Strip 8 x 2, OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET

lazae&Aoz
Nuns

Price,

11/10V,NC COIL SPEAKER

1/- a lone, pest free).

DARIO UM'
VALVES

RE -1 D/...VGS

0-150 volts
0-30 milllamps
0-6 volts

R.C.C. 5/6 ea
SUPER POWER 7/6

ea.

Post Extra.
YF'

vrATES' 3 - in -One
TEST METER

Res. 5000 ohms

Ebonite cut while you wait at

EG

H.R. VOLTMETER
716

id. square inch, also I tn. at
d. Only the best supplied.
rilled Panels (or all Circuits

"EMPIRE TWO

KIT OF COMPONENTS

4 B.B. Coil Sockets, 4/.; Neut. Condenser, 416;
.00(15
Variable, SI ; S.M. Dial. 3/6; .0003 Fixed 1./.: -001
do., 11-; or.ot Reaction, 41-: H.P. Choke. 5/6; Forme.
Lissen, or DX L.F. at 8/6; W. Change Switch. 116;
2 Sorting V Holders. 216, Terminal Strip and 10 Terminals, 41.; Wire Screw'sFlex 2/.; Ebonite Panel, 3/9.
P.W.. 8/12P28.

The above lot. nest free,

42/6

140 p.CATALOGUF

ORA/ZONED
Drum Dial, 5/-; Rheo-

ILLUSTRATED
ALL LATEST
COMPONENTS

Dial, 5/9. S.L.F. No. 3
same price. We always 'stock
all ORMOND PARTS.

3

D

stats, 6, 15 30 ohm, 2;.;
Midget .0001 max. 41.:
Dial,
Log, 0005 and
51-, Log. -0003 and 4'
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'OWE Qui,

(Continued from page 1052.)

aspects of this subject by other- contributors have been printed in this paper

1,0MINAis

from time to time.
I would just like to deal in a general way

with two or three of the leading points
which frequently arise in letters from
readers.
Amplification.

The first one, and the one which is most
generally raised, relates to the amplification
factor. - The simplest way to understand

what is meant by amplification factor is to
Yes, we know it's slang, but if we attempted
to -put down anything else that he said within

imagine a definite change to be made in

the net ten minutes, it would burn holes in

the voltage applied to the grid of the.valve :if an H.T, battery is connected to the anode

CORTABS

the potential of the grid will naturally
cause a change in the current which is

the paper

After he had cooled down, however,

he went straight out and bought a packet of

Do you know that very few valves live to die a
natural death ? Buy a packet of CORTABS today and save 'the lives of your valves. Metal

labels for battery cords are corrosive andconducting. CORTABS -(made of Iverex) are both noncorrosive and non -conducting._ A ,,carton' of
thirteen popular wordings costs only 9d.

of the valve and a current is flowing between anode and filament, this change in
flowing.

But you can look at. the matter in another

light and you will have no difficulty in
agreeing that if the voltage of the grid had
remained unchanged, the same alteration
in, the current flowing through the valve

could have been brought about by a
suitable alteration in the H.T. voltage
applied to the anode.
A' Simple Explanation.

Here, then, we have the simplest possible
explanation of amplification factor, and we
avoimmimmunnumummoillimmminilimimilimme
-

Do not be put off with substitutes. See the special
slots as illustrated above. These enable the CORTABS
to slip on to your battery cords without having to undo the plugs and terminals. But they will not slip off !

CORTABS can be obtained of all good dealers or
(ijd. postage extra)

=

A Remarkable Receiver

=

P.W. next Week as this will

Don't forget

MONEYfromI-IICICEB,

-7=-

_E

`tell you all about

The "Titan" Three

The Largest Makers of Radio Labels in the World.
54-60, Britannia Road, Walhstm Green London, ff.W.8

=

RELIABILITY

your copy of

as well as include a free blueprint of this wonder set.

WIRELESS GUIDE
Send for NewEditionNo.T999. It's
FREE. Packed Lull of good things

the corresponding voltage change of the
anode which should have the same effect

J 4RADio
H TAY e1OU
LO R e,CO.
C

MACAU LAV Dr. H4.11.7431Mbriel.1)

upon the current flowing through the valve,

AMPLIFY!

The "NEW MAGNO " Micro -amplifier is GUARAN-

TEED to amplify 3 to 10 times when connected to
any crystal (or valet) set. For 21$ wo supply the
micro parts-Le., ample length of sensitive electrode,
sp011ie rubber blocks, reed, and screws-to make this
amplifier, with full clear diagrams, drawings and
instructions. This enables anyone to CHEAPLY
make an efficient amplifier without H.T., Buttons,
or Accumulators. Worked by
dry cell only.
Agent: L. Cook, 182, Cranston Road, S.E.23.

REPAIRS

the amplification factor being the ratio of
the latter to the former.
This is sometimes expressed by saying
that the amplification of the valve is the
number of times by which the changes of
the 'grid voltage are magnified as voltage
changes in the anode.
High Factor.

Without any further explanation than

Any make of L.F. Transformer Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
thil HOURS-TWELVE MONTRIPHUARANTEE
w;th each repair. 4/. Post Free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO

" Repairs " Depr ,
214, High Street, Colliers Wood. London, S.W.18

the foregoing, you would conclude at once
that it was desirable to employ in all cases

a valve having as high an amplification

factor as possible, since it is primarily the
purpose of the valve (with the exception
of the detector) to amplify the signals.
-This brings us to the point I referred to
above, and that is the fact that the charac-

teristics of the valve depend upon other
conditions as well.

Mme`

Y'w
A

r.t

CNO-

v tt%W.'

Ot) %''5. 22' Of. 0%"14°
2.0 -

Lisenin, pioneers of the plug and
socket terminals, once and for all
banished the old eyesore of untidy

terminals. Lisenin introducedand patented-the fool -proof positive Cone grip terminals-the only

terminals that ensure a neat and
absOlutely secure connection.

That is why Mallard and the Six -Sixty
circuits specify Lisenin; that is why
YOU should adopt Lisenin terminals.
Obtainable at all dealers.
Lisenin Wander Plugs and Spade Ends
are also specified by the Wireless
World " for the Picture Receiver.

Worth writing for-the
New Lisenin Booklet.

MULL ARD

ADOPTED THEM
Look for the
Lisenin Showcase on your
dealer's counter.

upon- the voltage -change -of the grid and

structon. Tra,:e Engin:ries Invited.

Ike

MADE THEM-

may say that the amplification depends

at keen price, for Wireless Con.
Gi

LISENIN

S

"

An Illustration.

If the valve is to handle fairly heavy

signals the large voltage amplification may
be of little use. Perhaps I could illustrate
(Continua on next page.)

aSsfMkgilN
Sole Manufacturers and Patentees :

1B, Edgware Road, London, W.2
Make

The DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper

EUREKA

TRANSFORMERS !
POST PAID.
6'6 EACH.
BRAND NEW EUREILA TRANSFORMERS-',.
formerly sold at 1316 and gel- each, now offered

for a short period only direct to the public

at 616 each, post paid. A wonderful opportunity
to purchase these unique transformers at mannfactarer's cost price. When ordering state
whether Concert Grand No. 2, Baby Grand No. 1,
Baby Grand No. a Transformer is required.

Send your order at once to avoid disappointment, with postal order, to

THE LIQUIDATOR, PORTABLE UTILITIES Co..
Ltd. (in Liquidation),
8, Fisher Street, Southampton Ron, W.C.1.
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(Continued from precious page.)

this in a very rough way (not to be taken
too literally) by comparing with an induction coil which, as you know, is commonly
used for producing very high potentials.
You might imagine that . with electrical
current delivered' from the induction coil
at a voltage of, say, 50,000 volts and passed

to any ordinary outside circuit, a tre-

mendous current would flow, proportional

to the voltage. The fact is, however, that
nothing of the kind occurs in practice, for

the very simple reason that the total

energy available is limited and the high
voltage is only maintained so long as the
external circuit has a resistance which is

fairly high compared to that of the induction
eOil itself.

If the " load " applied to the secondary
of the induction coil is too heavy,, it simply
means that the high voltage in question is
not generated or, perhaps to express it more
correctly, is immediately pulled down to a
very much lower value.

Going back now to the question of am-

plification factor, you will see that the mere
fact that the valve has a high amplification

factor does not necessarily mean that it
will he suitable for the amplification of
any particular signals.
Impedance.

For heavy signals it is necessary to have

a correspondingly heavy anode current,

and this requires that the impedance of the
valve shall be reasonably low. Now a low
impedance usuallymeans a fairly low ampli-

fication factor and we are driven back

eventually to a compromise between a high
amplification factor and a high impedance

on the one hand and a low amplification

faCtor and low impedance on the other hand.
Otir object must be to choose a valve which

has as high an amplification factor as

popsible, consistent, however, with as low an
impedance as can he obtained.

For resistance -capacity coupling it is
particularly desirable to have high ampli-

fication and fairly low impedance, since with
this niethod of coupling the voltage step-up
which is obtained with transformer coupling
is not available.
An Acid Test.

I was recently asked by a reader why
rubber Carrying -handles are sometimes used
for accumulators rather than leather. The
answer is a very simple one -that the carry-

ing handle is almost certain to be contaminated with acid sooner or later, and
In the case of a leather handle this is apt
to lead to rotting, with the obvious possibility of trouble sooner or later with the
accumulator being dropped upon the carpet.
A rubber handle is practically proof against

this kind of trouble. Usually, in order to
give added strength, the so-called rubber
handle consists of several layers of fabric

covered in vulcanised rubber after the
fashion of a motor tyre.
Personally, I think that a metal or wooden
handle is, in any case, preferable to either
of the above -mentioned.
Corrosion.

Corrosion of accumulator terminals, once
it starts, is often very difficult to cure. If a
battery is left unattended for a long period

you will sometimes find that one of the
.

(Continued on next page.)
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£10,000
SALE GOVERNMENT

SURPLUS RADIO
AND ELECTRICAL
BARGAINS

(Continued from previous page.)

terminals will be completely corroded, and
instead of a metal terminal you will find a
nice .little mound of pale green powder.
If matters have gone so far as this there
is nothing- but to remove the remains of the
corroded terminal and to screw in or sweat
in a fresh terminal. The latter, by the way,

is rather a ticklish job requiring a certain

wonderful opportunity of purchasing

amount of experience in lead soldering, and
if the damage is considerable and the accumulator a valuable one, it is better to return
the battery to the manufacturers for repair,

at extraordinarily low prices which

Prevention and Cure.

The new List just issued offers a
can never be repeated.

better than cure and, in addition to keeping
the exposed metal parts covered with a thin

'PHONES
AND SPEAKERS, MICROPHONES,
RELAYS,RESISTANCES,SWITCHES,

immediately by applying a little of a strong
solution of washing soda or ammonia. (This

RECORDERS, TRANSMITTERS,

small brush.)

VALVES, ETC.
Send a stamped addressed envelope for

Output Filters.

EQUIPMENT,

LAMPS,

rt free copy. It will save you Pounds.
Goods mailed to any part of the world.

HAVE YOU ORDERED YOUR
DIX-ONEMETER YET?
EL ECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, UPPER THAMES ST., E.C.4.
St

Paul's and Blackfriars

Stns.

ENVELOPE
FREE.
INCREASE

RANGE.

ORDER

this 40.station single tuning Set by Allinson. 1/. allowed off first 10/. order for any
radio goods. Circular and List parts free.
Particulars of my new SCREENED GRID
UNIT which gives great selectivity and
almost unlimited range to Monotune,
Melody Master -3 or any similar Set.
Immediate despatch of Polar. Colvern,
Mallard. Teleen, Lotus, McMichael. tin.

YOUR PARTS ebailsige,onnoadeillfe:ayr oorth.zasystapadyamrdenloodosi:
C.O.D.
lists of parts.

A. E. OAKLEY, 43, CARLETON RD., LONDON. N.7.

,

WILL --DA

(THE WEPT IN THE WEPT)

'

sQ EEC MET, ILICHTES SWAIM. LoNDOPtiVoCE

%tam: 144wergint Ottlem1097,

Siktme, 24la
OPEN TILL
'P.N.
CATA1.04VE
IVRITE FOR
POSTA4 ennt

eta10 GIAIRS

ALL APPLICATIONS for ADVER-

T ISING SPACE in " POPULAR

WIRELESS" must be made to the
Sole Advertising Agents, JOHN H.
LILE, LTD., 4, LUDGATE CIRCUS,
LONDON, E.C.4. Phone, City 7261

CLAROSTAT
VARIABLE

iZsi6astsuiAld,
'W,TeSs oesene

RESISTANCES
POR VOLUME 'TONE.
DISTANT CONTROL,

ELIMINATORS ETC*
As frequently specified by -The Experts:

HIGH QUALITY LOW PRICE*
New 20 Page Brame free on request:
Many einffrue circa/IS.

CLAUDE LYONS LTD.
76,OLDHALL ST., LIVER POOL

PROVED
The most economical

6 effutent form of -

HI SUPPLY
on the
market

layer of vaseline, you should keep a look -out

for the start of corrosion and correct it

may conveniently be done by means of a very

Should a choke filter be included in the
output of a set ? This is a question which,
though often asked, depends (like so many
other radio questions) largely upon circumstances. The output filter has the effect of
allowing the signal impulses which corre-

O
(INCE installed PERMANENT R.T. SUPPLY is yours-you
need never buy another dry N.T. Battery. The
sure of current that ensures an amazing improvement
in reception, and completely eliminates "hum" and
"background." Little or no attention is required to
maintain the voltage-all that is necessary is replenishment of the elements at long intervals-a simple and
Standard Battery provides a non -sagging constant pres-

interesting task. This tattery LASTS FOR YEARS, it is
self -regenerative and recharges itself overnight.

WRITE NOW FOR FREE NEW BOOKLET

giving full details of new prices and complete table showing
life of battery, which assists in Selection of right battery
for your set. WRITE NOW I

REDUCED
PRICE S
Prices are now reduced on all

afflammilifillummimmtimaiummititutsluimmunpn

models of the battery and all
spare parts. 98 -volt Popular

g
=

8/1 down, now 7/6 down and

'Phone: City 0191.

MONOTUNE Send 1/3 for comp. Construct. Envelope of

CHALLENGE/

Prevention in this matter is very much

AERIAL EQUIPMENT, ACCUMULATORS, CONDENSERS, DYNAMOS
AND MOTORS, ENGINES, INSTRU-

MENTS AND LABORATORY

STANDARDS

:=
Er."

NEXT
WEEK
every reader will receive a
FREE
BLUE
PRINT
giving full details for making

Model " Unibloc" Cabinet was

It

five monthly payments of. 7/6.

Cash £2 Ss. ld. Obtainable
from Halford's Stores, Curry's

Stores, and all radio dealers
on cash or deferred terms.
Any Voltage Battery Supplied.

THE "TITAN"
THREE

Order Tom' Copy Now
Thimitimmimimmiumutitommmommtimmimiiiimuit

spond to the speech or music to pass to the
lend speaker by way of a condenser which
keeps out all else.
NOW if we are using only a small power
valve in the last stage it is; as a rule, fairly
safe to connect this directly in circuit with

the loud speaker, since the latter will

generally be proof against any possible

Also Super

Battery No. 3, 9/8

down and 5 instalments of 9/8.

jirjciuN111311.*see.
111

damage by the current front the small power
valve.

WET BATTERY CO. (Dept. P.W.1,

" Super Power."
If, however, the set is one .which delivers

HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4/ -

184-188, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.C.2.

M.B.

such a signal volume that the " small

Transformers 5/.. Loudspeakers 41-. All repairs
remagnetised free. Tested, guaranteed and ready

replaced by a valve of the super -power

Discount for Trade.
Clerkenwell WM.
E. MASON. 44, East Rd., City Rd.. N.1.

power " valve referred to above has to be

for delivery in.Z4 hours.

variety, it becomes an important question
whether an output filter should not be used,
and this on account not only of the heavier

current but also of the actual mechanical
(magneto -mechanical) effects produced in
the loud -speaker unit.

A.M.1.A.E.
A.M. I. E .E .
A .IYI.I.NIEcm.E.

L.F. bscillation.

If the heavy anode currents are passed
through the low -resistance windings of a
suitable filter -choke, then, as I have already

mentioned, only the signal impulses reach
the loud speaker.
The separation of the steady anode current

from the signal impulses by means of the
choke filter circuit often has the effect of
stabilising a set' which is otherwise liable
to_troublesome low -frequency oscillation,

A BOOK YOU MUST NOT MISS
" ENGINEERING.OPPORTUNITIES" Is the most com-

plete hand -book on Engineering Exams, and Courses
ever produced. It describes over 60 Exam. and home
study courses 'nail branches of Mechanical, Electrical,
Motor and Civil Engineering, including WIRELESS.

We ALONE Guarantee-' NO PASS-NO FEE"

This book should be In your hands-ft is a mine of
valuable information and advice. We oiler it FREE,
Write for your copy now stating branch or Evans
which is of Interest.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENCINEERINC TECHNOLOGY,

101, Shakespeare House, Leicester Sq., London, W
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THIS week's design

-4.

is fora mains

4.* and wander leads with

H.T. unit of a
particularly well -

THE "P.W." "WHITE PRINTS."

mains (of any volt-

A NEW SERVICE FOR OUR READERS.
White Print No. 8.
::
An A.C. Mains H.T. Unit.

It
works from A.C.
smoothed type.

provided the
correct transformer
age,

arrang eso

ments are

that the
indistingnishable
thorough

tappings clips will be

This week we publish the eighth of our White Prints. This page may
be easily and safely torn out -along the dotted line overleaf-and the
White Print flied. In due course you will thus have available an
encyclopmdic collection of the best circuits used in modern radio
practice. A " White Print " will be published on the last page every
week in "P.W." until further notice. --THE EDITOR.

is obtained) and the
filtering

battery plugs are pro-

vided for the necessary
control. Other makes
may be found to, have
small terminals or
tags, and for these

output is practically

f

desirable.
The unit is provided

with four output terminals, of which one
is the negative and
three

..... -4.-4-4.4.

* One

are

positives.

latter
from that of a good
(PET. + 3) is a fixed
new battery. The circuit is practically a pole of the circuit, and the centre tap on voltage terminal giving the full maximum
standard arrangement so far as the rectifying the H.T winding the negative.
voltage of the -unit,- and is intended for
portion is concerned. A power transformer
Leads are taken from, these two points supplying the L.F. valve or valves.
of the usual type is required, having two to the smoothing filter circuit, which you
The other two terminals (H.T. +1 and
secondary windings, both _centre tapped. will see is an unusually thorough one. It H.T. +2) are variable as to voltage in steps.
One of these is a low-tension winding which consists of two smoothing chokes in series You will note that each is wired inside the
lights the filament of the special rectifier and several large capacity reservoir conden- unit to a flex lead carrying a. wander plug,
valve, the actual voltage output required sers. By the way, don't make the mistake and by placing these plugs in suitable
depending upon the particular type of valve of using ordinary low -voltage Mansbridge sockets on the potential divider you can
used.
condensers here. They most be of the high - get the desired- voltage regulation. For
For example, for the Marconi or Osram voltage type, with a rated working i'oltage example, if the maximum voltage of your
of

the

U.5 rectifier a winding of a 5 to 6 -volt rating of at least 250 volts.
unit is about 200-220 volts the plug for the
is required, to supply. about 11 amps. The
After leaving the filter circuit the rectified H.F. valve should be put in a socket near
other main class of rectifier is the 4 -volt one, and smoothed current, which is now the middle of the divider, and will then

examples being the Mullard D.U.2 and the practically pure D.C., is applied across the give the necessary 100-120 volts for this
Cosmos S.P.42 U., and here you want a
stage. The one for the detector should go
winding supplying a current of about 2 amps.
in a socket somewhere between this point,
L-111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.

at 4 volts (Cosmos) or 1 amp. at 4 volts

Whatever make or type of valve
you choose note that it must be of the full wave variety.

requires a little consideration before you
order your transformer.

Choosing Your Transformer.

For general purposes with ordinary valves

an output voltage (maximum) of 140 to

160 volts is ample, and to get this you want
a transfornier with a high-tension secondary
giving 150 volts on either side of the centre
tap. This is usually described as a " 1500-150 " volt winding. For larger power
work, where your last valve will stand a high

and the negative end (nearest to H.T. - )
the exact -best point being determined in

1 Power transformer rated to suit your
mains (A.C.), and with centre -tapped

Preventing Motor -Boating.

II- in. or in.
1 Cabinet, with baseboard 14 in. deep.

The high voltage secondary supplies the
actual H.T. current, and the voltage here
fixes the maximum output voltage of the
completed unit. This, of course, depends
on your own particular requirements, and

1 Panel, 8 in. x 7 in.

COMPONENTS.

(Mullard).

-f-

H.T. and L.T. windings (see text).
1 Valve socket.
2 L.F. smoothing chokes of good make.
4 2-mfd. reservoir condensers, minimum
rating 250 working volts.

1 8-mfd. ditto.

1 Potential divider (see text).
4 Insulated terminals.
2 Battery plugs, wire, flex and adapter
for connection to mains, screws, etc.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117

the usual way (smoothest reaction).

Across each of these variable voltage

terminals an additional 2 mfd. condenser is
shunted to H.T. -, and these are most important, since their function is to prevent motor boating and other back -coupling troubles.

The constructional work is extremely
simple, and only one point need be men-

tioned : on no account forget that it is
important to use well -insulated material for
the wiring. Stiff wire and Systoflex sleeving make a good safe job and is advised.

ends of a device known as a "potential Now for some miscellaneous " safety "
divider." This is simply a large and robust hints. First of all, about the connection t3
tapped resistance of a special type made the mains. This will be in the form of a
for eliminator work which is connected up flex lead bearing an adapter or plug, and
voltage a transformer rated at 250-0-250 potentiometer fashion, with its two ends you should take care to avoid leaving any
volts for the H.T. winding should be chosen. right across the circuit.
Intermediate " whiskers " at either end which might
In any case, be careful to specify the voltage voltages can thus be tapped oil it at various stray across and produce a short by touching.
and frequency of your mains when order- points as desired for the different valves
Next, be very careful never oh any
ing.

in the set.
Just a word of explanation of this part
A suitable resistance for this component
of the circuit diagram. You will see that is 15,000 to 25,000 ohms, and quite a number
the rectifier valve has two plates, and in of different makes are available. In the
the middle a dotted line to represent the one illustrated a row of sockets along the
-

account to do anything inside' the unit
while the mains are switched on. 'Al Ways
switch off first, and so make sure that you
cannot receive a shock. This is most impor-

tant, since there are very high voltages
filament, with a connection to the low top represents the various voltage tappings, across various points inside any A.C. type
voltage winding on

of unit.
Always be careful

the transformer from

each end. The two
plates are wired to

to switch off at the

the extreme ends of +3

0,41%11...

tions of the valve
base are these: the +2
filament is wired to

the

V;IF.7

. 414:4

the high voltage
winding.
The actual connec-

44

..
C,

0

CD

8
mro

2
Maw

usual filament

pins, while the two

plates are connected +
r
to the plate and grid
pins. The centre tap
on the L.T. winding H.
of the transformer
r
mp*
forms the positive

2

mains before doing anything whatever
inside the set. Fairly

MO

c,
c,

''''" 2

MFD

<z>

4.

..

0

.. MA /NS,
...
4.

-

/
fi

high voltages are to
be found at various
points here also, es-

pecially if the L.T.

happens to be turned
Quite nasty
off.
shoCks

can be

re-

ceived if you forget
The power
this.
available is consider-

o
-

I

ably greater than
when average sized
batteries are used.
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POPULAR WIRELESS

METROVICATION

FOR ALL- ELECTRIC WIRELESS OPERATION

THE ALL

ELECTRIC

VALVE

If only valves would work without accumulators and \A ithout
H.T. Batteries !
Yet this is now actually possible with the Met -Vick All Electric Valve which in combination with a suitable Eliminator (like the Model B') enables everyone living in an
electrically lit house to operate a wireless set straight off
the mains like a !amp or other domestic appliance.
These amazing Met -Vick All -Electric Valves have solved the problem of
mains operation. They are standardized by the leading set makers.

They are so designed that they can be plugged into an existing
battery set without altering the wiring, thus making conversion
into an All -Electric set easy.

The modet"B" Eliminator
connected to a wall plug or
lamp.socket provides heater
current for the All -Electric
Valves, five tappings for the
H.T. supply up to 180 volts
20 milliamps, and automatically regulated grid bias taps
for the last stage. Price complete with Met -Vick Rectifying
Valve for A.C. £8. For D.C.
£7 2 6.

Met -Vick All -Electric Valves will improve a set out of all
recognition.

The Met -Vick 4 Valve All -

With these wonderful valves and All -Electric operation the
H.T. never fades away, the
is always just right.
Met -Vick All -Electric Valves are without doubt the most
supremely successful valves obtainable.

[MET-VICK
Convenient
hire purchase

terms arranged

desired.

if

Loud Speaker strength. Price.
complete with Valves, coils

All -

Electric Valves AC,G
for- all but last stage

15'--ACiR last stage
(power) -17/6.

Disc Adaptors, price

6d. enable MET-VICK
All -Electric Valves to

be fitted into existing

Electric is called the All
Performance "
set, one H.F. stage, low loss
coils and condensers, loose
coupled Tuned aerial, it gets
anywhere and everywhere at
Necessary

Fully

descrip-

and Royalties, A.C. £17 14 6.
D.C. £18 7 6.

tive illustrated
literature and

name

of

nearest dealer on request.

Valve Holders.

The Met -Vick

3 Valve
AllElectric
Mains Operated Set for Local. Day entry & many Continental Stations.

The extremely high quality reproduction is a special feature. It is
very suitable for new Regional
Scheme.
Price complete with
Valves. coils and Royalties, A.C.
£12 17 0. 17.C. £13 8 0.

F.
For Constructors :'This Met -Vick
combined Transformer furnishes
current for the Met -Vick indirectly
heated Valves and for the Rectifying
Valve in Eliminator. Price, any
voltage.

£1

17

6.

Met -Vick 5 Valve All -Electric. More
powerful, of course, than the Met -Vick
4. In beautiful cabinet with cupboards

for L.T. and large size H.T, Elimintors, 220 volts 35 milliamps. For A.C.
or D.C.supply, price complete with all
accessories. except Loud Speaker, and
including Royalties. In Oak, £47 9 0,
In Mahogany, £50 19 0.

MET
-NICK
VALVES -SETS -COMPONENTS

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD., 155, Charing Cross Road, LONDON, W.C.2
WE ARE EXHIBITING AT THE BRITISH INDUSTRIES FAIR, BIRMINGHAM, FEBRUARY 18th TO MARCH 1st, BLOCK 20M.

l'OPULAR WIRELESS

IT

),t4 *ir
v '40 A,

January 26th, 1929,

OU

"ro

HEAR every note of every

instrument, clean, clear and
Put new life into your

well-defined.

receiver with Mullard Valves-the

only radio valves with the wonderful
Mullard P.M. Filament.

Mullard Valves make an old set
modern and a modern set perfect.

Get a set to -day and bring your
receiver up-to-date.

Mullard

THE MASTER VALVE
ADVT. THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO., LTD., MULLARD HOUSE, DENMARK STREET, LONDON, W,C.2.
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